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ABSTRACT

This is the Third Semi-Annual Status Report on Grant. NAG 3-14 and

discussion is on those activities undertaken during the first nalf of the

second year of the study. I,eaSurements and computations are being applied

to an axisymmetric swirling flow, 'merging from swirl vanes at angle m,

entering a large chamber test section via a sudden expansion of various

side-wall angles a. New features of the present year's study are: the

turbulence measurements are being performed on swirling as well as non-

swirling flow; and all measurements and computations are also being perfo nrred

o a confined jet flowfield with realistic downstream blockage. Recent

activity in the researc^ program falls into three categories:

1. Tune-mean flowfield characterization by five-hole pitot probe

measurements and by flow viSLalization.

2. Turbulence measurements by a variety of single- and multi-wire

hot-wire probe techniques.

3. Flowfield computations using the computer code developed during

the previous year's research program.

Section 1 of this document describes this recent activity in the above

subsections of the study, while Section 2 gives a brief summary of the

present status and a list of recent publications. Appendices A through E

contain a recent report, an M.S. Thesis, and three research papers.

Finally. Appendix F contains a report on the first six months of the sub-

contract activity av Dynamics Technology.
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1.	 RECENT PROGRESS

1.1 Flow Visualization and Time-Mean Velocities

Time-mean flowfield measurements have been performed with a traversing

five-hole pitot probe in a confined jet with downstream blockage. These

I measurements have been performed on a nonswirling confined jet and are cur-

rently being done on various swirling flows. It was determined that the

downstream ;dockage had a significant effect on corner recirculation patterns

as the blockage position is closer and closer to the inlet. The data obtained

from these experiments well be important in evaluating the predictive capa-

bility of the k -E turbulence model and STARPIC computer code flowfield

calculations. They will also assist in turbulence model developments.

As part of this activity, careful measurements of the flowfield immediatel; f	s

downstream of the swirl pack have been made. These measurements have been

performed and documented for various blade settings. Briefly, the measurements

show that the flowfield typically has a swirl flow angle which is a fLw degrees

smaller than the blade angle. Also, the measurements show a larger axial flow

in the outer annular portion of the duct; presumably "thrown" out by centrifugal

forces associated with the swirl as the flow passes through the swirler.

Reports on tnese activities will be amalgamated later.

Regarding flow visualization, photography of neutrally-buoyant helium- 	
;

filled soap bubbles, tufts, and injected smoke helps to characterize the time-

mean streamlines, recirculation zones and regions of highly turbulent flow.

1.2 Hot-Wire Anemometry

A significant effort has been made in the application of two hot-wire

methods to the measurement of time-mean and turbulence properties, and a third

method is being readied. The experiments being performed are designed to

provide the information necessary for turbulence modeling development in the

confined jet facility.



I . Or;e-Wire Method. Single normal hot-wire measurements in non-

swirling flow have established that the experimental techni,Jiie is pro-

ducing reliable results. Six-orientation hot-wire measurements have

been made from which a methou has been developed to make estimates of

all components of the time-mean velocity vector and the Reynolds stress

tensor. A major portion of these measurements are now complete for the

nonswirling flowfield, and corresponding measurements in swirling flow-

fields are currently in progress. The effect of downstream blockage

is also to be investigated under nonswirling and swirlinq conditions.

Currently, the nonswirling case without downstream blockage has been

extensively evaluated, and the results of this activity are reported in

an MS Thesis, which is included as Appendix A of this report.

2. Two-Wire Method. Although the single hot-wire (six-orientation)

measurements are convenient and provide a great deal of information on the

time-mean velocity and on the kinetic energy of turbulence, they have a

shortcoming in that measurements of the Reynolds shear stresses are less

accurate than desirable. Consequently, crossed hot-wire capability has

been developed to measure turbulence properties. This technique has been

used for the nonswirling flow without downstream blockage, and is soon to

be used with downstream blockage. A new cross-wire probe is on order which

will enable a more accurate evaluation of the turbulent shear stress than

currently possible. The results of our present activity is included in the

report in Appendix B.

At the moment it seems that application of the crossed-wire method to

swirling flowfields will not produce measurements of all the turbulent stresses

unless the probe is rotated through multiple orientations. However, the

six-orientation single-wire method will yield appropriate estimates. Presently

2



to the experiments during the first half of 1982. A

tivities appears in Appendix f.

3

this technique is being used to rnedsure turbulent stresses in a confined

swirling flowfield, and the results will be reported in the next Semi -Annual

Status Report.

3. Three-Wire Method. One of the major results of the six-orientation

single hot-wire technique was to show that estimates of the turbulent shear

stresses typically have large uncertainties. In fact, the uncertainties

are probably so large as to preclude a definitive evaluation of turbulence

models used in the computations. Believing this to be the case, a series of

hot-wire IlmeasureMents hdVe been planned, using a three-wire, hot-wire probe

with direct computer interface and data reduction
	

These measurements are

to he performed b y subcontractor Dynamics Technology, Inc. under the direction

of Dr. Dennis K. McLaughlin. He is heing assisted by Salim I. Jdnjua who

joined the company in Janudr y 1982 after completing his MS degree at Oklahoma

State University. Dynamics Technology has been assembling a swirling jet

facility which will duplicate the flowfield produced by the Oklahoma State

University facility. 	 'iowever, it will be instrumented differently, with the

three-wire hot-wire probe and its three-degree of frt-edom; probe drive being

Major constitut'nts. Adequate progress has been made on the facility assembly



1.3 Computer Prediction

An advanced computer code is used to predict corresponding confined jet

flows. The calculation method includes a stairstep bol:ndary representation

•	 of the expansion flow and a conventional k-c turbulence model. The predictions

include recirculation zone characterization and mean streamline patterns,

which are being compared with on-going experimental studies. The gener-Al 	 !

development was discussed in the previous Semi-Annual Status Report, ind the

details are included in the Ph.D. Thesis of D. L. Rhode and its associated

report, NASA CR-3442. Currently, predictions are being made with the standard

k	 turbulence model and no downstream blockage. These constraints will be

removed later.	 Predictions now include realistic inlet conditions.

An ind = cation of predictive capability is shown in Fig. 1, taking

measured u, v and w profileb vim_ close to the 10-blad,2 variable angle swirler

located 4 cm upstream of the expansion x/D =0 location. They may be compared

with measurements shown in Fig. 2 [although the experimental data shown at

x/D=0 are actually 4 cm downstream of the swirler, and cannot therefore be

compared directly with the inlet profiles used in the code and shown in Fig. 1].

The corner recirculation zone is predicted to be slightly too large, and the

central recirculation zone slightly too narrow. However, it must be remarked

that worse predictions occur ii the inlet radial velocity v is assumed to be

zero, or flat inlet profiles, or solid body rotation inflow, is assumed. The

present predictions are superior to previous ones by Rhode, who used flat inlet

profiles initially, then real-Istic u and w profiles but with v equal to zero.

There is a need for precise inlet flow data to be recorded in experimental work,

and clearly turbulence model developments are needed for realistic flow simu-

lation. Similar computations have been generated for other swirl cases, and

a complete discussion on these activities is to be prepared.

4



Oblique to the present research, a simple technique for the solution

of transient 2-D and 3-D flowfields has been computerized. The k-c turbulence

model has recently been added, and species diffusion and buoyancy are included.

A paper on the application of the 2-D code to vortex controlled diffusers is

given in Appendix C, while Appendix D illustrates two applications of the 3-D

turbulent code. Configurations investigated are local destratification near

the release structure of a reservoir and deflection of a jet entering normally

into a urW irrr. cress-flow, showing uocd agreement with experimental data in

both cases.

5



2.	 PRESENT STATUS

2.1 Summa

There are three major components in the present research program:

1) time-mean flow characterization, 2) turbulence measurements, and 3) flow-

field computations. Numerous activities are underway in all three components

and results are already being produced and documented. No major difficulties

arm anticipated in meeting the goals and objectives of the NASA grant and

making a substantial contribution to the understanding and prediction 1Ipa-

bility of complex turbulent swirling flows.

2.2 Publications

The following list of publications covers research conducted with the

support of the grant, aid does not include those listed in previous Serni-

Annual Reports:

1. Tilley, D. G., Computer Modeling in Ramjet Ccvnbustors. AIAA

Journal, Vol. 19, No. 12, Dec. 1981, pp. 1562-1563.

2. Janjua, S. I., Turbulence Measuremtnts in a Complex Flow-

field Using a Six-Orientation Hot-Wire Probe Technique.

M.S. Thesis, Oklahoma State University, Stillwate . OK,

Dec. 1981 .

3. Busnaina, A. A. and Lilley, D. G., A Simple Finite Difference

Procedure fc r the Vortex Controlled Diffuser. Paper No. AIAA-

82-0109, Orlando, Florida, Jan. 11-14, 1982.

4. Busnaina, A. A. and Lilley, 0. G., A Basic Code for the

Prediction of Transient Three-Dimensional Turbulent Flow-

fields. Paper No. ASME 82-FE27, for presentation at ti.e

AIAA/AS14E 3rd Joint Thermi,hysics, Fluids, Plasma and Heat

Transfer Conf. to be held in St. Louis, Missouri, June 7-11, 1982.
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I IGURE LIST

Fig. 1 Prediction of axial u and swirl w velocities fur the sudden

expansion (r=90 deg flowfield with swirl vane angle ^=45 deq.

using meas-ired in -.-t values of u, v and w.

Fig. 2 five-hole pitet probe measurements for the corresponding case

of Fig. ;.
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APPENDIX A

TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN A COMPLEX FLOWFIELD

USING A SIX-ORIENTATION HOT-WIRE PROBE TECHNIQUE

i
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	 complex three-dimensional, nonreacting, nonswirling, gas turbine
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loped six-orientation hot-wire technique. The measurements are
done with a single normal hot-wire which is rotated through 150
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.ire then processed using a statistical method which assumes tur-
hulence to follow a normal probability distribution having mean
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Findings and Conclusions: The six-orientation hot-wire technique is
p ound to be a good tool to gather detailed information about turbu-

lence levels 4 1 a complex, three dimensional flowfield. Flow to a
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axial velocity. The six-orientation hot-wire technique is an ex-
cellent method to find the mean velocities. It also gives good

results for turbulence intensities. An uncertainty analysis done
on this technique reveals that certain output parameters such as

the axial, radial, and tangential turbulence intensities and shear
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yaw factor and mean voltages. The accuracy of measurements can be

well judged by the scatter of the values of turbulence quantities
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tive cooling velocities.
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NOMENCLATURE

A,	 B.	 C Calibration constants	 in	 Equation	 1

AO, BO, CO Cooling velocity functions 	 in Table	 1

D Test section diameter

d Inlet nozzle diameter

t. Hot-wire voltage

rl Velocity function	 for axial	 velocity

f2 Velocity	 function	 for azimuthal	 velocity

f3 Velocity	 function	 for radial	 velocity

G Pitch	 factor

K Yaw factor

Kz Covariance for cooling velocities	 Z P , and ZQ
P 

z 
Q

Selected hot-wire probe positions

1 Matrix given	 in Table	 11,	 Appendix A

u axial	 velocity

V Radial	 velocity

w Azimilth,+1	 (swirl)	 velocity

U,	 w,	 v Probe coordinate system defined by Figure 6,

Appendix B

X,	 r,	 a Axial,	 radial,	 azimuthal	 cylindrical	 polar

coordinates

Z Effective cooling velocity acting on a wire

.k Side-wall	 expansion angle

n
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c=	Variance of a given

n	 Function defined by

Inverse function of

0	 Function of selecte

velocities given by

quantity

Equation 31, 32, and 33

calicration equation

J mean effective cooling

Equations 34 through 36

Subscripts

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6	 Refer to the six probe measuring positions

i, j. r, Q, R	 Refer to the tnree selected cooling velocities

rms	 Root-mean-squared quantity

Superscripts

---	 Time mean average

Fluctuating quantity
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Combustor Flowfield Investigation

Understanding the fluid dynamics of the flow in a g,i5 turbine com-

bustion chamber has been of great concern to designers in recent years.

A gas turbine combustor, shown '- Figure 1, Appendix B, must burn feel

completely, cause little pressure drop, produce gases of nearly uniform

temperature, occupy small volume, and maintain stable combustion over a

wide range of operating conditions. The designer has a forr.iidable prob-

Iem in aerothermochemistry, and more thorough and accurate procedures

can help in accomplishing the design objectives more quickly and less

expensively in the near future.

Intensive research is being carried out at Oklahoma State Univer-

sity on the st..-)ject of gas turbine flowfield investigations it the

absence of combustion. Figure 2, Appendix B, shop s the characteristics

of the simplified flowfield being investigated.	 Flow caters through a

jet o f diameter d into a tube of diameter 0, after being expanded

through are aogle a. B pfore entering the tube, the flow may be swirled

by a swirler located upstream of the inlet plane. The flowfield is

presently being inves0 gated using various methods of approach. such as

computer modeling of the f;-w f ield and flow visualization for both swirl

and nonswirl conditions (2, 3).

1
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1.2 Previous Experimental Studies

on Expansion Flows

Several studies on time-mean flowfields of the type just described

have been carried out using various turbulence measuring techniques (4-

11). Unfortunately, most of the techniques used do not give complete and

detailed information about the flow in terms of al' its time-mean and

turbulence quantities. There is a strung need to cbtain all 0C turbu-

lence quantities in a complex flowfield using a minimum amount of instru-

mentation and without causiny a great deal of interference with the flow.

1.3 The Turbulence Measurement Problem

Turbulence measurement in a complex flowfield has always been a

complicated problem encountered by engineers. In the past, turbulence

phenomena have been discussed by various autho ► s in detail and various

methods of turbulence measurement have been suggested (12-15). One of

the most widely used instruments to obtain turbulence quantities is the

not-wire anemometer. The most common of all hot-wire anemometers is a

single hot-wire. When used at a single orientation and in a two-

dimensional flow, a single hot-wire can measure the streamwise components

of the time-mean velocity and the root-mean-square velocity fluctuation

at a particular location in the flowfiela. A two-wire probe can be used

to determine the time-mean velocities, streamwise and cross stream tur-

bulence intensities, and the cross correlation between the two components

of the velocity fluctuations (16-18). To measure the three velocities

ana their corresponding fluctuating components in a three-dimensional

flowfields such as encountered in combustor simulators, there are two
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ow thoos that can be employed at a point in the flowfield:

1. A multi-wire probe used with a single orientation.

2. A single-wire probe used with a multi-orientation.

Multi-wire techniques, with three hot-wires mounted on the same base

so that they all lie within the same volume of the flowfield, permit the

necessary three sets of readings to be made simultaneously. The require-

ment is to determine all three Components simultaneously. The main dis-

advantages of such a technique are:

i. It requires three closely matched dnemometer units.

ii. The probes inter" . re with each other unless they are

carefully placed relative to the time-mean velocity vector.

iii. The spatial resolution is poor because of the large size

of the probe assembly.

iv. Feat can be cor,vected from one wire to another giving

biased readings.

Multi-orientation of a single hot-wire is a novel way to measure the

three components of a velocity vector and their fluctuating components.

A method devised by Dvorak and Syred (19) uses a single normal hot-wire

oriented at three different positions such that the center one is

separated by 45 degrees from the other two. The velocity vector at a

location is related to the three orthogonal components using pitch and

yaw factors as defined by Jorgensen (20). The data are obtained in the

form of mean and root-mean-square voltages at each orientation. However,

I
the measurements done with a single wire do not supply all the infor-

mation needed to obtain the turbulence quantities, Therefore in addition

to a single wire, Dvorak and Syred used a cross-wire probe to obtain the

covariances between the voltages obtained at adjacent hot-wire
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orientations. A cross-wire probe, two wires mounted on the same base

and separated by 45 degrees from each other, poses the same problems as

already discu3sed for a multi-wire probe.

King (21) modified the technique developed by Dvorak and Syred.

His method calls for a normal hot-wire to be oriented through six

dir;erent positions, each orientation separated by 30 degrees from the

adjacent one. Thus, one measures mean and root-mean-square voltages at

each orientation. The data reduction is done using some assumptions

regarding the statistical nature of turbulence, making it possible to

solve for the three tim.:-mean velocities, the three normal turbulent

stresses, and the three turbulent sheer stresses. Having obtained these

quantities, one can in addition calculate the kinetic energy of turbu-

lence. Va r ious recent studies discuss the turbulence measurement prob-

lem, with amphasis un hot-W re and laser anemometer applications to

swirl flows (22-23).

1.4 The Scope of the Present Study

In the present study, the six-orientation single normal hot-wire

technique is being employed to obtain the turbulence quantities in the

combustor simulatior confined jet flowfield. Measurements have been

carried out for nonswirling flow with expansion angles of 90 degrees

(sudden expansion) and 45 degrees (gradual expansion).

Chapter II gives background information on the various components of

the exper mental facility and the instruments employed for the hot-wire

measurements.

The response equations using King's approach are given in Chapter

III. Certain deviations from the procedures su ggested by King are also

T
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included in this chapter. A thorough uncertainty analysis of the techni-

que is carried out in order to judge the accuracy and the reliability of
l

the six-orientation but-wire technique. The salient features of the

analysis are discussed in Chapter IV.

Turbulence quantities obtained, using this hot-wire technique, are

part of Chapter V which discusses the results in detail. Some of the

t.irbulence quantities are compared with measurements done by Chaturvedi

(5) using cross-wire probe in a corresponding flow situation. Chapter VI

concludes by summarizing the major achievements of the present study and

suggesting sorne avenues for further research activity.

F .%



ER II

Y AND INSTRUMENTATION

ed Flowfield

me TuclrlLy, aesignea ana oulrt at Oklahoma State University, i5

a simulation of a typical axisymmetric combustion chamber of a gas

turbine engine shown in Figure 1, Appendix B. The schemata of the test

facility with idealized flowfield is shown in Figure 3, Appendix B.

Ambient air enters the low-speed wind tunnel through a rubber foam air

filter. Next the air flows through an axial flow fan driven by a 5 h.p.

varidrive motor. Thus the flow rate can be varied for different test

conditions. Then the flow is gradually expanded through the tunnel

cross-section without separation because numerous fine mesh screens are

encountered by the flow along the way.

Next, the flow goes through a turbulence management section which

has two fine-mesh screens, a 12.7 cm length of packed straws, and five

more fine-mesh screens. When the flow passes through the turbulence sec-

tion, small eddies are formed which dissipate much quicker than the

large eddies. The turbulence management section thus keeps the turbu-

lence level down.

Having left the turbulence management section, the air enters into

a contoured nozzle leading to the test section. This axisymmetric noz-

zle was designed to produce a minimum adverse pressure gradient on the

6
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boundry layer to avoid flow unsteadiness associated with local sep-

aration regions. The area ratio of the cross sections of the turbulence

management section to that of the nozzle throat is approximately 22.5.

The diameter, d, of the nozzle throat is approximately 15 cm.

Next,the air enters the test section. The test section is composed

of a swirler (optional), an expansion block, and a long plexiglass tube.

The swirler currently available is a variable vane-angle type device to

impart swirl to the flow e.itering the test section. The expansion

block, attached after the swirler, is a 30 cm diameter disk of wcod. At

present,there are three expansion blocks,and the appropriate choice

gives a = 90, 70, or 45 degrees. The flow is expanded into a plexiglass

tube of diameter, D, of 30 cm, thus giving diameter expansion ratio (D/d)

of 2.

A typical real combustor, shown in Figure 1, Appendix B, -is ideal..

ized in the present study, as there are no film cooling holes or dilu-

tion air holes, and the chamber wall of the test section is a constant

diameter pipe. The test section is carefully aligned using a laser beam

so that the test section and wind tunnel centerline are colinear.

2.2 Hot-Wire Instrumentation

Figure 4, Appendix B, shows the circuit diagram for a constant

temperature anemometer. The anemometer used for the present study is

DISA type 55M01, CTA standard bridge. A normal hot-wire, type 55P01,

manufactured by DISA, is used to carry out the measurements of time-mean

and root-mean-square voltages. These probes have two prongs set approx-

imately 3 mm apart and carry 5 um diameter wire which is gold plated

near the prongs to reduce end effects and strengthen the wire. The
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time-mean voltage is measured with Hickok Digital Systems, Model DP100,

integratin g voltmeter and the root-mean-square voltage is measured using

Hewlett Pickard, Model 400 HR, voltmeter.

The hot-wire is mounted on the facility with the help of a travers-

ing mechanism shown in Figure 5, Appendix b. It consists of a base that

is modified to be mounted on the plexiglass tube of the text section at

various axial locations. The hot-wire probe is inserted into the tube

through a rotary vernier and the base. The rotary vernier is attached

to a slide which can traverse up to approximately 14.5 cm. Thus it

becomes possible for the probe to be traversed at any location in the

combustor flowField and rotated through 180 degrees. Figure 6, Appendix

B, shows the test section with the probe mounted on it.

l.3 Calibration Nozzle

The hot-wire is calibrated on a small air jet. The facility con-

lists of a compressed 3'Ir line, which delivers the desired flow rate

through a small pressure regulator and a Fischer and Porter Model

1OA1735A rotaineter. The jet housing consists of an effective flow

management section followed by a contoured oozzle with a 3.5 cm diameter

throat.

A rotary table is used to hold the probe while it is being cali-

brated in three different orientations which are discussed in Chapter

r



CHAPTER III

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

3.1 Response Equations

The six-orientation hot-wire technique requires a single, straight,

hot-wire to he calibrated for three different probe directions in order

to determine the directional sensitivity of such a probe. The three

directions and the three calibration curves are shown in Figure 7,

Appendix B. Each of the three calibration curves is obtained with zero

velocity in the other two directions. The calibration curves demon-

strate that the hot-wire is most efficiently cooled when the flow is in

the v direction. Whereas, the wire is most inefficiently cooled for the

flow in w direction, Each of the calibration curves follows a second

order, least square fit, of the form:

E l = A + Bd + CZ
	

(1)

where A, B, and C are the calibration constants and Z can take a value

of u, v, and w for the three calibration curves, respectively.

When the wire is placed in a 3-dimensional flowfield, the effective

cooling velocity experienced by the hot-wire, in terms of the probe

coordinator and pitch and yaw factors (G and K) as defined by Jorgensen

(20) is.

Z2 = V 2 + G2u2 + K2 w2	 (2a)

G =	
w, u = 0^	

(?b)

u (w, v = 0)

9



K=V (
w ' - u	 0)

w (VI  u = 0)

evaluated from the three calibration curves for a constant value of E2.

To carry out measurements in the combustor flowfield, the wire is 	 +

aligned in the flow in such a way that in the first orientation, the

wire is normal to the flow in the axial direction and the probe coordi-

nates coincide with the coordinates of the experimental facility. Thus

the six equations for the instantaneous cooling velocities at the six

orientations, as given by King (21) are:

Z1 = v 2 +
G.u2

+ Kw (3)

Z 2 =	 v
7

+ G 2 (u cos 30° + w sin 300 ) 2+ K ? (w cos 300 - u sin	 300)'

Z 3 = v^ + G ' (u cos 60° + w
2

sin 600 ) 2 + K (w cos 600 - u sin	 60
0

) , (5)
?

7 4
2

= v +
2

G w + K
?

u (6)

Z 5 = v
2

+ G^(w sin 120 0 + u cos	 120°) 2 + K^(u sin 120° - w cos	 1200 ) ' (7)

Z6 = v 2 + G (w sin 150
0 + u cos 150°)2+ K2 (usin 150

0
- w cos 1500 ) (8)

Replacing the sines and cosines and expanding the square brackets:

2	 ?
Z 1 v

2
+ G

2
u	 +

?	 2
K w (3a)

Z2 = v^ + G
2
(u

2
+	 + uw) + K^(w

2 2
+ 4 - uw	 ) (4a)

2Z3 = v 2+ G(4+^ w 4- + uw 2) + K2(T2+ u
2 3
 - uw) (5a)

Z4	 2= v + G 2 w2 + 2K^u (6a)

75	 2=	 v + G2(4 ? + 2
wT - uw	 )

2(W 2
+ K f +

u2T +
uw 2) (7a)

26 	2= V + G 2 (u 4 + 42- uw V + K 2 (W2
^

+ 42 + UW	 ) (8a)

Solving simultaneously any three adjacent equations provides expressions

for the instantaneous values cf the three velocity components, u, w, and

v, in terms of the equivalent cooling velocities(Z 1 . Z 2 , and Z 3 for

10

(2c)
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example, when the first three equations are chosen). Kin-7 refers to

these instantaneous velocity components as F1, F2, and F3 as follows:

i

F1 =	 AO + (AO' + 
O'
	 *	 1	 (9)

(V-mac

F2 =	 -AO + (A0 2 + B 
2)a *	 1	 !	 (10)

Wiz)

F3 =	 CO - (G 2 ±_F *)	 (A0 2 + T2 ) I 	(11)

The values of AO, BO, and CO depend on the set of the throe equa-

tions chosen and are given in Table 1, Appendix A, for appropriate

equation sets.

However, these equations cannot be directly used because it is im-

possible to obtain Z 1 , Z 2 , and Z, at a single instance in time. There

fore E quation 9 through 11 must be expressed in terms of mean and root-

mean-square values. Equatiun 1 can be written as:

WO = Z i	 [[-B +	 B Z - 4C (A - Ei) i )12c] 
S	

(12)

The above equation isin terms of instantaneous velocity Z  and i n stan-

taneous voltage E i . In order to obtain an expression for time-mean

velocity as a function of time-mean voltage, a Taylor series expansion

of Equation 12 can be carried out.

Since Z 
	 - :(E i + Ei) E.2

z  - m( C i + Ei ) _ ^ (E i ) 
+

1
 i • 

^ 
+ Tr * 4
	

(13)
i	 aF.i
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The Taylor series is truncated after second order teems assuming the

higher order terns to be relatively small. Time averaging both sides of

t	 _
the above equation and employing the fay , that E'= 0, yields:

`—	 (14)Z^	 v	
`4E7

where	 indicates that the function is evaluated for E.. To obtain
dPj	

Z'= o Z	 the re l ationship as given by Hinze (13) is:

I	 ^

Zi p	- Q12	 Expec [ Z i 2 ] - (Expec [ Z i ]) 2 	 (15)i	 2

I	 Since Expec [P]	 10 + 112 a—
	

°Ei2,	
(16)

i
the differential in Equation 16 can be evaluated as:

^^ = 2 (^i) + 2—,t	
a32

	
(17)

then Equation 16 becomes:

2—	
2Expec [Zi] = Q2 +(	 ) 2 • of + m	 ^E	 (lE)

i	 i 

Squaring Equation 14 and substituting with Equation 18 into Equation 15

gives:

g
2. a 2	

a2^	

Q 2 ?= oZl	
aE	 Ei	 - (1^2	 Ei)

i	 i

Thus Equations 14 and 19 give the mean and variance of individual

cooling velocities in terms of the mean and variance of the appropriate

voltage.

In a 3-dimensional flow, it is usually desired to obtain the mean

and variance for the individual velocity components in axial, azimu-

thal, and radial directions, and also their cross correlations.

The procedure to obtain the mean and variance of the individual

(19)

A
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velocity components is the same as for the effective cooling velocities

except that u, w, and v are functions of three random variables and

there are extra teens in the Taylor expansion to account for the co-

variances of the cooling velocities. Thus the three mean volicities as

given by Dvorak and Syred (19) and King (21) are:

33	 32F1

U-=  F1(ZP.ZQ,zR) + Z 1=1 aril ' ili2 + 
i<j a
	

KZi`,,	
(20)

where time-mean values are to be understood on the right side of this

and subsequent equations.

w =	 F2(Z P .Z Q ,Z R )	 + 7 1E
1

a
►

01	 2	 +	 E
i	 i<^ ate.	

KZ Z	
(.1)

i	 j

and

3

V 	 =	 F3(Z P ,ZQI Z R )	 +
► sl

3 1 F3 3

a1+► = i< j V,)	 KZ'Zj	 (22)

where K Z Z is the coval• iance of the cooling velocity fluctuations and
i j

is defined as:

T

KZ Z	 T r ( Z i - ^^)(Z j - Z j ) dt

^j	 J

0

Also the normal stresses are given as:

3	 3F1 z	 z	 3 r 3F1	 3F1 _	 1 3 32R . 	+

uz 
iyl (3Zi)	

aZi + i j	 a	 L 2 i=1 3Z i^	 0Z1

i0J

3	 3 2 F1	 K,	 2

i< j 3̂ -j	 iZj

w	 = 3 
( 3F2 12	 J 2 + E E 

;F2	 3F2	 1 3 3 2 F2	 U 2+

i=1	 Zi	 i j	
a	 i=1	 Zi

i0j

	

3	 32F2

.<j 3Z i 3f ' KZiz	
.

(23)

(24)

(25)
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and

E

E
_	 3	 3 3 aF3	 ?f3	 1 3 a 2 F3	 2+
v2E ^aZ3)2	 azi2+i J 	

i^1i?^z,

^: ► 	 i f j

3 32 F3	 2

i sj aziazj . Kzizj

Also the shear stresses as given by Dvorak and Syred (19) arc:

--r--,	 _	 3	 3F1
UTw	 _	 E	 3Z

i = 1	 i

Z
aZ - .	 °Z

i

2	
3	 3

+ E
 j

3F1
at -

i

3F2
3Z KZ . Z .

i

_ 1
2

3	 32F1
E	 ^Z . 7

i=1	 t
'Z

iJ J

2

+	 E E ^Tz Kz.z.
E

a	 2 0z 2+ E E
3' F2

K 
	 Z

i
(27)

ii	 J	 J t	 J t=1 i i i	 J t	 J J
i<i _ i<J

T	 3	 aFF i
u v	 =

3Z
i=I

3F 3
3zi	

a
z i

2	 3 3
+ i j

aFl
azi

M

3z Kzizj

_	 1
2

3	 a2 Fl
i=l z

azi

i^j

3	 3	 3 2 F1+ FE
3^ ^Z

K17• 1	 3E a 2 F3
3

zQz
3 3

+EE
-a

32 F3
a

r1
.	 KZZ (28)

i	 j	 t	 J i	 J i=1 t t i	 j i	 j t	 J
i<j i<j

and finally,

3	

3F2	 aF 3 	 2
w^v ` =	 E	 3Z.	 4fi	 az

3 3

+ E L'
3F2

azi

-	 3	 2
3F3	 K	 1	 ^^	 3 F2	 t +

z 	 2	
i=lazi	 Zi

i = 1	 t	 t	 t i	 j
i#j

K
E E a?az.-	 Ziz.

3
E

i=l

z 3 3	 3 2 F3
a
Zit	 + i	

aZiaZ^	 Kzizj

t	 J	 i	 J	 J t 4ji<j

(29)

(26)

1
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3.2 Calculation of Covariances

Dvorak and `_iyred (19) used a DISA time correlator (55A06) to find

the correlation coefficients between the velocity fluctuations in tie

three directions. The method adopted by King (21) is to use the infor-

oration obtained by all six orientations and devise a mathematical pro-

cedure to calculate the covariances.

The covariance matrix as derived by King is:

I i z
	 n	 IT] - 1	 (30)

where

KZPz

KZtZJ = 
KIPIR

KI Q ` R

a rid

r^
1

n =	 n
2

n3

where

2 11	
R	

2
illP+ ^ -

	

0 1 -	 t EP a3	 o Z t	 ( 31)

R a 2
_1 z	 P 2	 2

	9 2 = ZP+4 _ 0 2	 i=p az 	 CZ 	 (32)

t
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a nd

_ 1 R a 2" 3_
R3 = 7P+5	 " 3	 i`p 2Z-7

 • 0Zi2

A] se

p I = 
7p2 - 22 % 2 o 27

R 
2

02 - 
22 P 2 

+ 37 Q 2 + 27R2

and	 ^)3 - 27P2 - 
27Q2 + 7R2

Matrix (T) is a t.h ► ee by three matrix and is given in Table II.

King discovered that matrix (T) is a singular matrix for all cases

+nil hence equation 30 cannot be solved. Therefore, to qet covariances

one needs extra information. King has made an assumption about the

relationship between the covariances in the form:

KZ Z = n, KZPzQ
^ 

KZQZR
	 (37)

P R 

"Z
Q

Where , is given a numerical value of O.B.

Also K z P z 

Q
	 obta4ned from the quadratic equation:

_2T 2 • n	7p	 3

K 2 pZl^	 — P 2	 t KZpZQ 67PIQ Z a 2 01 -7 R+I - ,^3•ZR+3)

	

Z Q	 Q ZQ

+ I11•73R+1 - 2F,3- 73
R+3	

= 0	 (38)

(33)

(34)

(3`,)

(36)

I
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Equation 38 provides LO two values f or K  z	 The covariance is
P Q

related to t„e correlation coefficient as:

K Z Z
Pte(

YZPZU =
	

z P	
oZ 

Q 
	 (39)

whe , e	 -1 < Yz.z. ` 1
t^

Ti l erefore, equation 39 is written in the fora:

	

K ZPZQ ' 
IZPZ	 vZP2 . °Z 

z	 (40)

	

Q	 Q

The two calculated values of K  
z 

from equation 38
PQ

in Equation 39, and the two corresponding values of

The correlation coefficient which lies within the ri

l,is used. For the case when the absolute values

tion coefficients are larger than 1, the covariance

are then subst sited

Y
zPzQ 

are calculated.

_°quired range of

of both the correla-

is given by

K	 = 0.9	 n 2 . 0 2	 i	 (41)
ZPZc)	 C z p 	 zQ

Having calculated K z P z Q , K zOzR can be calculated from the relationship:

K L Z	 2.Z Z	
2•1 7 K ZPZQ	 P+3+	 rQ P	 Q R
	

p. Q .	 ftI.Z	 - 13. ZP+S
	

(42)

A similar test is applied to ensure that the absolute value of 	 is
zQzR

less than one otherwise K  z is calculated from the relationship:
Q R

KZUZR = 0.9 CUQ z . aR ] i	 (43)
J
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K	 can no l.v be calculated from equation 37. The calculated value of
z^,zR	

i
K	 , K	 , arid K	 can now be substituted in equations 20 thru 22,

zpz Q 	 z Q 7 K	 zl,zR

and 24 thru 29 to calculate the mean velocities and Reynold stresses.

It was observed during the present study tnat King's method is not

self--consistent in calculating the covariances. The correlation co-

etficients were found to have values greater than one and therefore it

was necessary to have a more consistent method to calculate the covari-

antes. Occasionally, King's method assumed that 	 and ,	 had
z P z Q	 zQzP

values of 0.9 and ; zVzP had a value of 0.648. But this was done only

when some of the correlation coefficients were greater than one. The

present method assumes constant values of the correlation coefficients.

King has suggested that if two wires are separated by an angle of 30

deorees, the fluctuating sianals from the wires at the two locations

would be such that their contribution to the coolinq of the wire would be

related by the cosine of the angle between the wires therefore,-y z =

P Q
cos 30° = 0.9 arid similarly we would get

Y z Q z R = 0.9,

also Y z p z R = r1 * Y z p zg * Y z Qz R = 0.648

Therefore the present method allows the covariances to be calculated

using the following three equations:

Kzz = 0.9 Io,2.a2

P Q 	 `P	 zQ^

	
(41)

K	 = 0.9 [
0 2 	2 a 	

35zQzR	 ZQ	 ZR1

	K z z = 0.648 [,j 2	 c 2 1 i	 (44)

P R	 zo	
z -



dAPTFR IV

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

An uncertainty analysis is presented here with a view to demon-

strate the reliability of the six-orientation hot-wire technique and its

sensitivity to various input parameters which have major contributions

in the response equations. The analysis is done for both laminar and

turbulent flow cases. The salient results are tabulated in Tables III

and IV of Appendix A.

4.1 Effect of Pitch and Yaw Factors

Pitch and yaw factors (G and K) are used in the response equations

described in Chapter III in order to compensate and account for the

directional sensitivity of the single hot-wire probe. Figure 8, Appen-

dix B, shows the pitch and yaw factors plotted against the hr,t-wire

mean e ffective voltage. Both the pitch and yaw factors are functions of

the hot-wire mean effective voltage, but the yaw factor is far more sen-

sitive. A 10 percent increase in the voltage reduces the yaw factor by

5E percent and the pitch factor by 13 percent. The value of the pitch

factor stays very close to one and hence does not have a major, contribu-

tior^ i n the response equations. For this reason, it. is necessary to

further consider the yaw factor, which is now examined for both laminar

and turbulent flow conditions.

19
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4. I, 1	 laminar Flow

For ldminar flow cases, the covariances K  z become zero and d op
t ^

out of the response equations. Then equations 20, 21, and 22 can be

written as:

u	 = F1 (Z p , Z Q , ZR)

w	 F2 ( Z l) , Z Q , ZR)

v	 - F3 (Z p , Zo, Z 

Experiments were performed on a calibration nozzle free jet in the po-

tential core where the flow can be idealized as being laminar.

As Table 111, Appendix A, shows, the effect of yaw faccol' on time-

mea1i axial and swirl velocities is insignificant for the laminar flow

case.

4.1_2 Turbulent F low

The variation of yaw factor is studied on the turbulence quantities

such as mean velocities, turbulence intensities and the shear stress

u' v'.	 As stateu in Table III, all turbulence quantities behave differ-

ently to the variations in the yaw factor. The effect on all the turbu-

lence quantities, except the mean radial velocity, is insignificant.	 In

the case of mean radial velocity, the term (G 2 -K 2 ) in the denominator of

Equation 9 changes the value of F3 considerably for small changes in the

Yaw factor.

4.2 Effect of Correlation Coefficients

Correlation coefficients are used in Equation 40 to calculate the
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,ovariances between the fluctuations of the cooling velocities experi-

en(ed by the hot-wire at adjacent orientations. These are then used in

Equations 20 through 29 to calculate various turbulence quantities. A

wide range of correlation coefficients ()
zl,zQ ) 

between 0.1 to 0.9 are

used to study the behavior of the turbulence quantities. Among M I the

turbulence quantities, uTV' was found to be most sensitive to variations

in the correlation coefficient 
(}z z 

).	 In view of the sensitivity of

P Q

u v' to 
}z z 

and the assumptions required to estimate 
)
z z . it is

i1	 P Q
apparent that this is the major source of the significantly large un-

certainty in the estimate of the turbulent shear stress. This appears

to be an inherent deficiency of the six-orientation sir. , lle '.ot-wire

method.

King (21) used a parameter Eta (n) to relate the covariances be-

tween the fluctuations of

,crated by 30 degrees with

degrees (see Equation 37)

Table Ili shows the effec

signiticant and hence the

subsequent deductions.

the effective cooling velocities that are sep-

the covariance of velocities separated by 60

He suggested a numerical value of- 0.8 for n.

t of n on the turbulence quantities to be in-

present study retains this value of 0.8 in all

4.3 Experimental Uncertainty

Experimental uncertainty was tested for both laminar an y turbulent

flow cases. The main reason for these tests was to Bete miine the mean

and variance of the output quantities when obtained from the six possi-

ble choices of three from among the six possible response equations

(Equations 3 through 8 in Chapter III). Another objective of the study

was to judge the extent of errors in output quantities because of errors
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rn measurement of mean and root-mean-square voltages.

4.3.1	 Laminar t low

the calibration free ,jet facility was used to conduct laminar flow

uncertainty experiments. To generate velocities in the axial and azimu-

thal direction with respect to the wire, the wire was offset by 45 de-
II

grees to the mein direction of the flow and placed in the potential core

region, thereby achieving two equal components of axial and swirl velo-

cities. However, upon data reduction, it was observed that the two com-

ponents were not equal. The variation among the two components was

different for each choice of the six combinations of three adjacent

response equations. In general, the variation among the two components

was negligible.

Table III shows the effect of variations in measurements of the

hot-wire mean voltages on the turbulence quantities. For laminar flow

case, the mean axial and swirl velocities are extremely sensitive to

errors in measurements of hot-wire mean voltage. This particular test.

stresses the need for rising precise voltmeters. A 10 percent error in 	 i

measurement of one of the six mean voltages leads to an error of 90

percent in axial velocity deduction for the conditions of this test.

E
At other flow conditions, similar gross sensitivity play be expected.

Turbulence quantities are calculated using six different combina-

tions of the three mean effective cooling velocities experienced by

the hot-wire at three adjacent orientations. Table IV, Appendix A,

demonstrates good consistency between the six possibilities for mean

axial and swirl velocity determination in laminar flow conditions.
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4.3.2	 lui'bulent flow

As observed for the laminar flow case, errors in mean voltage

medsurements dre extremely rndynified in calculations of turbulence

quantities.	 Table 111 shows these large variations ill 	 turbulence

quantities.

for turbulent flows, d larqe scatter is observed among the six

valves of turbulence quantities deduced from the six different combind-

tions.	 To get an estimate of the scatter, the flowf.eld location x/D =

2.0, r/D = 0.25 for the case of side-wall angle a = 45 degrees was

selected inside the mdin test facility. 	 At this location in the fiow-

field, the turbulence quantities obtained are good representatives of

turbulence level in the combustor flowfield.

l,rble 1V shows that to y, turbulent flow, all the six combinations

Rio not reveal all the turbulence quantities. 	 The omitted i,ems

t-orrespond to occasions when the velocity function 1`3 attains d complex

value via the requirement of the square root of a negatrv P value. Then,

no further prooross could be made with that particular sec of three

adjacent orientations in such situations.

Table IV also highlights the scatter among the six va'ues of each

turbulent quantity when solved using six different combinations.	 It is

evident that certain quantities (such as mean radial velocity, the

radial turbulence intensity, and the shear stress u'v') have very large

scatter. This shows a great uncertainty in the use of six-orientation

hot-wire technique in measurement of these quantities.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

The six-orientation hot-wire technique is employed to measure the

turbulence quantities for nonswirling conditions. The experiments have

been conducted for expansion angles of 90 degrees (su6den expansion) and

45 degrees (gradual expansion). A computer program, listed in Appendix

D, written in Fortran language, is used to process the data on an IBM

370/168 computer. For each location in the flowfield, six combinations

of three adjacent orientations are selected and six values of each of

the nine turbulence quantities are obtained. So, a decision has to be

made about the selection of one of the six values. 	 In nonswirling con-

ditions, the flaw is mainly dominated by the axial velocity. When the

hot-wire is oarallel to the axial direction; it experiences the least

cooling effect from the axial velocity, whereas the radial and swirl

velocities affect the wire most efficiently. Therefore, a small change

in the v and w velocities will show a significant change in hot-wire

voltage.	 Hence the set of orientations labeled (3, 4, 5) in Chapter III

(orientation 4 having the hot-wire parallel to the x-direction) is

chc.en and used in all subsequent results presented, except wht;-e noted

otherwise. Nevertheless, there are some quantities, such as v' rMs and

u'v', which appear to be better represented by alternative sets of three

adjacent orientations, but the appropriate choice is not known a priori.

W
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5.1 Mean Velocities

Radial distributions of time-mean axial and radial velocities are

plotted in Figures 9 and 10, Appendix B. respectively. Mean axial

velocities for different axial locations and expansion angles are com-

t
pared with measurements done with a crossed hot-wire probe by Chaturvedi

(5). A good agreement is found between the two studies.

Because of the inabil 'y of the hot-wire to determine the sense of

the flow direction, the presence of the corner recirculation zone was

observed by a sudden increase in the axial velocity closer to the wall.

Mean radial velocity was found to increase at the centerline with an

increase in the axial distance. The mean velocity profiles tend to

get flatter further downstream from the inlet. For cY = 45", mean radial

velocity at the centerline increased from 5 percent of the maximum in-

let mean velocity at x/D = 0.5 to 16 percent of the maximum inlet velo-

city at a/D = 2.0. A similar increase was observed for c, = 90".

5.2 Turbulence Intensities

The six-orientation hot-wire technique enables one to measure the

axial, radial, and azimuthal turbulence intensities at various axial

and radial locations in the confined jet flowtield. The radial distri-

butions of these turbulence intensities are plotted in Figures 11, 12,

and 13 of Appendix B. The axial and radial turbulence intensities are

compared with Chaturvedi's study (5) and reasonable agreement is found

in the case of axial turbulence intensities. However, the two studies

are not in good agreement for radial turbulence intensities. The peak

values measured in the present study are much lower, in certain cases
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being only 50 Oorcent of the previously measured peak values (5). While

solving thu six sets of combinations of three adjacent orientations. it

was found that v' nrrs A 0 has a large scatter. For example at x/D = 2.0,

r/l) z 0,300, and x - 45'. the mean and the standard deviation of v'rms/

u o , among the six sets of readings, were found to be 0.1447 and 0.0330,

respectively.	 This large scatter shows that in nonswirlinq flow this

technique is not a very accurate way of measuring the radial turbulence

intensities. Nevertheless, results shown in Figure 11 have been obtain-

ed with the set of orientations (3, 4, 5) being used.

5.3 Shear Stresses

In nonswirlinq flow conditions, measurements have been made of the

turbulent shear stress WY.  The radial distribution of ZOO 0 2 at

various axial locations is plotted in Figure 14. Appendix B. and is com-

pared with the earlier- study done by Chaturvedi (5). 	 In general, the

two studies are in good agreement. but they do differ in two respects:

the centerline values far downstream and the peak values near the inlet.

Chaturvedi (5) measured 677 to be zero at the centerline at all

axial locations. However, in the present study, U Y is found to be non-

zero at the centerline at axial locations g reater Char r./D - 0.5 for

both side-wall angles a - 45' and u = 90 0 . A detailed study shows that

the scatter for u vT/u o 2 . when calculated from different sets of adja-

cent orientations, is quite large. The ratio of standard deviation to

the mean is approximately 0.6 and varies with position.

Peak values of u'v-` are seen to be in good agreement except close

to the inlet.	 At x/D = 0.5. Chaturvedi (5) measured peak values

approximately 50 percent higher than in the present study. It must be

J
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remembered that there is d ways difficulty in measur'nq shear stress

values to thin shear layer regions.	 In the present study, there is

also the previously-discussed deficiency, see Chapter IV. because of

the assumpitions made about the correlation coefficients v  z

tf
These assumptions may be the major source of significantly large un-

certainty in the calculation of turuulent shear stress values.

27
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CHAPTER VI

CLOSURE

6.1 Summary

The six-orientation hot-wire technique is a relatively new method

to measure time-mean values and turbulence quantities in complex three-

dimensional flowfields. Applied in this study to nonreacting nonswirl-

ing axisynunetric flowfields, measurements of time-mean and root-mean-

square voltages at six different orientations contain enough info nnation

to obtain the time-mean velocities, turbulence intensities and Shear

stresses. At each location in the flow, there are six different values

of each of the above quantities that can be obtained by is-Ing six sets

of measurements of three adjacent orientations. Because of axial velo-

city domination, a particular set of orientations was chosen. Neverthe-

less, the measurement accuracy can be well judged by the scatter of the

values of turbulence quantities among the six different combinations of

sets of three mean effective coolinq velocities. 'he nonswirling

confined jet flow was investigated with this technique. 	 It was found

to be an excellent method to find time-mean velocities.	 It also gave

good results for turbulence intensities and shear stresses. An uncer-

tainty analysis done on this technique reveals that certain output

parameters such as the axial, radial, and azimuthal turbulence inten-

sities and shear stresses are extremely sensitive to some input

28
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parameters such as yaw factor and mear, voltages.

6.2 Further Work

The multi-orientation sinole-wire technique is a useful cost-

effective tool for the investigation of complex flowfields. At present,

there is a need to check repeatability under nonswir-linq conditions

before progressing to the investigation of flows with moderate and

strong swirl.	 This would lead to further evaluation of reliability and

accuracy of the technique in general flowfields. 	 Thus far, there is an

Priori assumption about the evaluation of covariances, which entails the

use of constant values for, the correlation coefficients. Further work

might call for the development of alternative methods to specify the

covariances. Nevertheless, the method has potential for further use in

the experimental evel.lation of complex flowfields.
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TABLE II

Matrix (T) in Equation 30

2 1P z 	 -2 z  z 	 4 Z  ZR.

3	 3	 3I P+3	 ZP+ 3	 ZP+3

b LP z 	 -4 Z  z 	 2 1Q z 

1 3	 13	 Z3
1 1 +4	 P+4	 P+4

4 1 P Z	 -2 1p z 	 2 z  z 
3	 3	 3ZP+5	 ZP+ J	 Z.P+5
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Figure 1. Typical Axisymvetric Combustion Chamber of a

Gas Turbine Engine
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APPENDIX C

USER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER CODE FOR SIX-ORIENTATION

HOT-WIRE DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE
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J1 [R'^ 6JIDE TO COMPUTER CCDE FOR SIX•ORIPITAIION

HOT-W RE DATA REDUCTION TFCNNIOUL

A conpLter code i^ developed to obtain the turbulence quantities

wsi% tre te,- hniquP discussed in Chapter III.	 Measurei l u u nt • , in a turbu-

lent flowfield contain six mean and six root-mean-square voltages. A

thr-	 .1irectional -,ot-wire calibration reveals three calibration; con-

Stan	 in *,ach di•ection. The input to the computer code is the mean,

no ro-t-mean-square voltages and also the calibration constants. The

t-rimy tal data	 then processed by the MAIN subprogram ana various

)ut'.nc	 to get the output iii the form of nine turbulence quantities

!inn, 4 the three mean velocities, the three turbulence intensi-

and th	 three shear stresses. To facilitate the use of the com-

ter code, th^ function of each subprogram is discussed here in detail.

i	 The MAIN Subrrogram

MAIN is the n;a,ior part of the computer code which accepts the input

in the form Of mean and root-mean-square voltages and calibration con-

stants and calls various subroutines to solve the equations listed in

chapter Ill	 and	 finally calculates	 the turbulence quantities.

(8) Calculation of Meat ,	Effective Cooling Velocities and

Variances

Main calculates the six mean effective cooling velocities

using Equation 14. This ey-iation employs the input values

of six mean voltages and calibration constants in U_

direction (see Figure 7, Appendix A). The MAIN then cal-

culates the six values of variances using Equation 19.

Equations la and 19 give mean and variance of individual

cooling velocities in terms of the mean and



BO	 aBo	 (3)

3	 31. i
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variance of the appropriate voltaqO.

(ii) Calculation of VelocityFunctions and Differ_entiais

Having calculated the mean effective cooling velocities

and variances, the MAIN then calls various subroutines

to obtain the necessary information required to calcu-

late velocity tunct ions using Equations 9 through 11.

The main then calculates the first and the second dif-

ferentials of the three velocity functions with respect

to the three s ,	 t	 bean effective cooling velocities.

The different	 are given as:

,F11	 BO	 )BO +	 f 1 a	 JA0

3(G' - K 2 ) 2— ^37 i— (G' - K-) jZr

FT'- 2F1	 AO

(G 2 _ !^2)

aF2	 BO)BO _ _ F2 2	AO

3 (G 1 - K 2 ) = 	)1 i	 (G2- K2 ) 2	 31i

l 
Ffi'+	 2AO	 F2

( G2- K2)

JF_3	 JCJ	
F32 - C0	 ' LG 2 + K2)	 A0 aAo

;1 '	 -'Z' 	
(G'- K2 )
	 31i

2F3' + 2CO F3

(2)
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32 Fl	 1	 2AO	 a rls	 __ UFO

(G 2 - K I )	 Z	 aft

L} 2F 1	 3F1	 ,,AO + .;NU	 of i	 F I 1	 32AO_	 -	 ^..
( 02 - KZ)

I)z 1
	

31 
	 3Zi	 aZ

j
 
	

(G2 - K 2 I	 311 ay•
J

3(G 2 - K' )`	 ,^r^	 3Zj
J

	

2AO	 2	 aF^

2IF__7' +

	 AG K -- F?	 G - K` )	 oZ	 aI .

?F?	 <+FZ	 3A0_	 3A0_	 3F2_ 	 PAO
(G' - K ? )	 aZi	 37i	 dZi	 37^	 (G2 - K 2 )	 aZ i aZ

 -

	

J	 1

+ 80
I. Bo
—

3(G` - K')	 +Zi	 azj	<)zi)Z
j Ill

aF3 _	 1	 aF3	 ^Q

az0z	
I

? F:,3 - ?CO•F31	 3zi
JJ	 . J

3F3	 aC0 + 2C0	 aF3	 _ ac0	 aC0
+ 2 F'^ 	 -_—	 -- ---

,Y	 1 7 j	 a^^ J 	 aT	 aZj

	F - 3 - CO ^zCO + (-G ±_ K-)	 AO	 aA0	 aA0	 aA0

	

'Z; Zj	 (G" - K')	 ari ;,z J	 azi	 aZj -

+ 1	 )BO	 ^±BO	 ('BO

	

+ BO---	 (b)
3	

747	 ,iZj	 a  z

r
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(iii) Calculation of Covariances

At this stage, the user has the option, whether to cal-

culate the covariances oy using King's (21) method or

by assuming constant values of correlation coefficients.

To get the covariances using King : method, the MAIN

has to call the subroutine COVAR, otherwise MAIN calcu-

later covariances using Equation s, 35, 41. and 44.
In

(iv) Calculation of the Turbulence _uantities

Now the MAIN has all the information needed to calculate

the mean velocities using Equations 20 through 22, dlso

to calculate the tu- oulence intensities usin g &oue;ions

24 through 26, and finally to calculate the shear

stresses using Equations 27 through 29. The MAIN then

prints out the normalized values of the torbulence

quantities in the form of nine two by three matrices each

containing the six values of a turbulence quantity cal-

culated using six different combinations.

2.	 Subroutine CPYf

This subroutine calculates the pitch and yaw factors using the cal-

ibration constants obtained by t'ee-dimensional calibration. The equa-

tions used to calculate these factc rs are:

v (w,u=0)
G	 u (w, v = 0)

K __ v( w, u = 0)
w (v,u=0)

evaluated at a constant value of E'. u, v, and w are obtainec: using

equation 12 for their respective calibration constants. The value of E2

can be adjusted to obtain an interval H to get appropriate values of
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G, and K.

3.	 Subroutine FMCV

The task of this subroutine is to find the mean effective cooling

velocity which has minimum value among the nix calculated by the MAIN.

FMCV also finds the two mean effective cooling velocities which are

adjacent to the minimum mean effective cooling velocity and returns the

set of the three to be used by MAIN for further data processing.

4
	

Subroutine SEASC

SEABC recognizes the three selected mean effective cooling veloci-

ties Z P , Z Q , and Z R , and sets the three appropriate equations for A0,

BO, and CO in terms of Z IP , IQ , a0d ZR , using Table V. AU. Q. mnd CO,

are used by M.'N to calculate the three velocity tunctions given by

Equations 9 through 11.

5. Subroutine CDABC

CDABC calculates the first and second differentials of A0, 130, and

CO with respect to ZP , ZQ , and ZR . It is evident from Table V that A0,

BO, and CO are functions of Z p , ZQ , and Z R and so are their first and

second oifferentials.

6. Subroutine COVAR

This subroutine calculates covariances using a method suggested by

King (21). This method calls for erplcying Equations 40 through 43.

This subroutine can be called only when one desires to calculate covar-

iances using King's method. Otherwise, the covariances are calculated

within MAIN by the procedure already described.



TABLE V

LIST OF FORTRAN VARIABLES AND THElk
WANING IN RESPONSE EQUA11014S

-	 Input Ve1_ues

EM

ER	 U rms

Mean Effective (ooling Velocities and Vdri+ntes

AMECV	 7
VAR	 2

Pitch and Yaw [actors

PF	 G

YF	 K

Set of Three Coolinv Velocities Chosen

ZP	
z 

ZQ	
z 

iR	
z 

Derivatives of Functions A0, BO, and CO_ (Definitions for B and C ere
' Y	 analogous to those for A

Al	 3AO	 defined here)

) Z p

A2	 MO

ZV

,a3	 PAO

aZR

A21	 0' AO

Zfl 2

A22	 a=A0

72

A23	 O' AO

aZR'

5,j



E 4	 -

Derr atives of VelociL.

DFIP

DF1Q	 aF i

°ZC

DF1R	 aF1

l-iZR

D2F 1 P	 a2 FT

Dzpl

D21 IQ a2FT

a7_QI

D2F 1 R FT

^Z	
2

R

M 1 P a'-FT

aZPaZQ

02F1QR a2F1

:izQ^zR

D2FIPR +	 -F71 

azpazR

Covaciances

AKPQ	
KZ. Z
P Q

AKQR	
KZ. Z

c^ R

AJK PR	

K7P 7R
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'iAlil_I'	 V	 (Continued)

^ltput	 Viviatlles -^^	 ---Colt-ul_,jtvd —

UM( AN v

WMCAN w

VMI AN v

UPRMS7 u'

WPRMSZ w''

VPRMSZ v''

IIWPB ti' w'

VWPB v'w'

UuUMO u/u^^

WMI)UMO w/ uo

VMD1 ► MO v/lj

UPOLIMO

WPUl1MO
.^ -

YW' 	 I1

VPOUMOIIU

UVOUMO u'v'/u^^

UWDLIMO	 u'H' /il,

VWDUMO	 v'w'/u^^2
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The general aim of the present Study is to invustigatt: avip metric,

nonreacting flow in sudden e;-..;ansions. 	 This configuration simulates the

typical (jeometries found in can-type y3- t urbine and ramjet combustion

cham)ers. The turbulence quantities reported here are used to understand

the complex flowf - ield in question. They are aiso to be used to reccumend

appropr i ate turbulence model advances in the simulation of combustor chamber

flowfields.	 in the present contribution, data are obtained with a hot-wire

probe, with two inclined wires, and specialized electronics capable of

instantaneously adding and sui)tractinq the two voltages.

Initially measurements were taken in it free shear flow, in the fo ►m of

a free axisynmetric jet. The main results reported are properties of the

axisynmetric confined turbulent ,let in the sudden onlar g ement [side-wall angle

,1-90 dv(I) test facility. Experimental measurcments of mean and fluctuating

velocities are presented at several IXidl stations under nonswirlinq condi-

tions. Results are compared with those of previous researchers where possible,

and good dgrvement is to be noted.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION

A major objective of the combustion aerodynamics research at Oklahorma

State University is to perform detailed turbulence measurements in an iso-

thermal swirling c,.mfined jet. The geometry is a simplified simulation of

an aircraft can combustor. ]his report discusses measurements made with

a crossed hot-wire probe in this flowfield.

Two independent hot-wires on one probe inclined at + 45° to the f.ow

direction were used as early as 1951 by Corrsin and 11beroi, 1 where they

measured the power SpeCtr"d of velocoty and temperature fluctuations in

heated and unheated jets. Further work by Davies et al' and Koplin' con-

sisted of using single and double crossed wires in the measurement of

turbulence intensity and shear stress in the mixing region of a round ,let.

Corrsin and (lberoi' , ° and Wygnanski ind Fiedler`' performed rneasure.aents in

the self-preserving region of the jet. More recently, Bradshaw et alb

nu vasured turbulence ,p roperties in the noise producing region of the ,jet,

that is, up to 7.5 downstream of the jet exit. AS all jets have somewhat

different nozzle configurations, this study concentrated on free jet

n)(I asurements tar downstream of the jet exit in the self-preser y ng region

of the jet. The data of Corrsin ? were used as a basis of comparison of

the present hot-wire measurements to provide an independent check or, the

data acquisition and interpretation technique. Measurements of mean and

fluctuating properties were taken at, an axial distance of 20 diameters

downstream of the Jet exit.

Several research group,, have made measurements in axisynmetric, sudden

expansion flowfields similar to the one being studied-
e-to Ha Minh and

Chassaing 8 made pitot probes and hot-wire measurements in various sudden

expansion flowfields. the expansion ratios D/d. they used were 0.6, 2 and



1.6 uut the axial locat 4 ons they measured at were not compatable to those of

the present study. Na Minh and Chassaing° successfully Managed to measure

the Reynolds stresses using the rotating, inclined, single hot-wire techni-

que. Moon and Rudirger° measured mean velocities and recirculation region

geometries with the use of Laser Doppler anemometry equilxnent but the ex-

pansian ratio differed from the one used in the present experiments.

Chaturvedi" performed mean velocity and turbulence measurements in an axi-

5yninetric sunder, ex pansior flowfield with an expansion ratio D/d - 2, which

is identical to that used in our experiments. Consequently his measurements

can be compared directly with those made in the present study, Also comparable

are single-wire six-orientation measurements, 11 recently obtained in the same

test facility as used in the pre vent study.

Experimental facilities and instrumentation are descrit,ed in Section 2.

The measurement procedure is dealt with in Section 3, which includes calibration

and data reduction techniques, and preliminary proof of principle measure-

ments it, a free jet with results compared with Corrsin.' Confined jet

measurements are given in Section A, where val1dation of techniques is further

demonstrated by way of compa ison with earlier results of Chaturvedi'° and

Janjua.11

i^
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2.	 IXPERIMINTAL FACILITIES

2.1 Confined Jet Flowfield

The experiments have been conducted in the confined jet N

shown schematically in Fig. 1.	 The facility has an axial flow gall "FPVV Iv

speed can to changed by altering the drive pulley combination. Numerous

fine screens and straws produce flow in the settling chamber of low tur-

bulence intensity. The contraction section leading to the test section

has be?n designed by the method of Morel" to produce a minimum adverse

pressure gradient on the boundary layer and thus avoid unsteady problems

associated with local separation regions. The sudden expansion consists

of a 15 cm diameter nozzle, exiting abruptiv into a 30 cm diameter test

section. The substantial size of this test model will provide good probe

resolution for the hot-rare measurements. The test section i^ constructed

of plexiglass to facilitate f low visualization and ease of location of

measuring probes.

Flow at abrupt expansions is a typical example of the problem of

separation of a flowing fluid from the boundary. The flaw is separated

at the sudden expansion and causes a region of reverse flow. This is called

the corner recirculation zone (CRZ). This region is associated with a large

pressure drop which adversely effects the performance of a can combustor.

On the shear layer between the two regions the turbulence levels are high,

which would indicate that good combustion could to achieved at this position.

Reacting flows in actual can combustors would have points of high heat trans-

fer at the area of impingement of the dividing streamline. This, of course,

could lead to rapid deterioration of the combustor and is therefore of great

interest to combustor designers.

3



2.2 Free Jet Calibration Facili!y

It was necessary to calibrate the crossed hot-wires in a flow of

known characteristics. This was achieved by means of a round free jet

issuing horizontally into a quiescent. atmosphere. The ,jet was formed by

using a seamless contoured nozzle of 34 mm exit diameter, d 	 The nozzle

was fed by a the nnally stabilized compressed air generator which was

regulated by an upstream contro'i valve to provide the corr:!ct flow rate

through the calibration nozzle. The sensitivity to angulatior. was oo-

tained by usage of a rotary table (see section 2.2) on the jet centerline

to rotate the probe from -10° to +l()° to the free stream flow direction.

The usual hot-wire instrumentation was used to cal',brate the probe as

described in section 1.3.

2.3 Hot-Wire Instrumen tation

The probe used in tnis study consisted of two independent inclined

hot-wires. The wires were inclined at + 45" to the flow direction and were

made from 5 ;ern tungsten wire soidered onto the tips of round ,jewellers

broaches. The broaches were supported by a pe-foroted ceramic insulator.

The mean and fluctuating flow measurements were made using separate

constant temperature anemometer electronics for each of the hot-wires. The

anemometers consisted of a DISA 55M01 main frame with a 55M10 standard

bridge. In addition to this it was necessary to instantaneously add and

subtract the wire nns outputs	 This was achi?ved by the construction of

commercially available integrated circuits. The multiplication of these

voltages was obtained by using a Saicor model SAI 43 correlation and

probability analyzer. The fluctuating signals were also amplified, with

a Hewlett Packard amplifier with 20 dB gain on each of the signals. Normally

the frequency response of the hot-wires and the associated electronics was

4



approximately 40 kHz based on square wave response test . n %chmiatic of

the electronics layout is shown in figure 2.

Experience it the use of crossed hot-wire has been gained at 0klahcxna
State University by researchers such as Swearingeo ll and Morrison."

thouqh the m.ijority of their measurement dealt with compressible flow,

knowledge of the crossed-wire technique wes first developed in subsonic

rF	 jets. It was through their previous experience that the use of linearizers

Iwas judcaed unnecessary for the measured yuantitiL, in the report.

5



3.	 EXPERIMENT-AL TECHNIQUES

3.1 Data Refuction

Following the ideas of Corrsin and Ube:-oi l the instantaneous velocity

fluctuations measured from an inclined hot-wire can be represented by the

following expression.

E	 Amin — vu

where Am and A  are the sensitivity coefficients for axial volc^ , ty fluctua-

tions and radial velocity fluctuations respective l y. The coefficient!; can

be evaluated as follows:

q _ DEn E
1n	 Ic.n u R

w , m constant

A = aen_E
v	 am	

u R  constant

The two oppositely inclined wires of a crossed hot-wire probe give

outputs that can be instantaneously added and subtracted to result in:

(e; + e;) = ( E I An	 + E 2 A^	 U' + (ErA	 - E;A ) v'

	

i t 	i;) u	 yr	 v;	 u

(er	 ez)	 (E,Anr ^ - E2A
m; ) u ' + (ErAvr + E?Av ? ) u

The crossed hot-wires art , - ritably matched so that the sensitivity

coefficients Arrr and A  are approximately the same for each wire. These

simplifications result in two voltages proportional to u'/u and v'/u

respectively

_ u'
(er + e,)	 Dm u

where

Dm = (EIAml + E?Am.,

and

(e', - e'	 = B^u'

6



where

B^ IN ([,A VI + E2Av2)

Auditionally, the ma„ur shear component of the Reynolds stress tensor

in a shear flow may be determined by the multiplication of the voltages

proportional to u'/u and v'/u and using the following relation

i v	 correlator output u a
u
0 	
-f- bm 	 Iuo

3.2 Calibration

The calibration is perfo need by placing the crossed hat-wore probe on

the free jet calibration facility centerline near the nozzle exit within

the potential core region. The axial velocity is then varied by an upstream

control value and a Rotometer is used to detennine the flow rate V ► rough

the calibration nozzle. The corresponding voltage from each of the wires

for each Rotometer setting is then noted. Curves of E versus u can then be

drawn for each wire, Fig. 3. The derivative )R.n E/akn u is needed to

obtain the sensitivity coefficient, that is

akn E u A
► - a n u - r a u

A certain number of points are then taken fror ►► each of the two curves

to obtain Anal and A111' .	 For each velocity a certain D ►►► exists, knowing this

a graph can be drawn of D in against velocity and can be approximated by a

straight line (Fig. 6). From this, any D is known within the ran ge of

velocities encountered.

To obtain the sensitivity to angulation, A v , the probe is located

on the x-z plane of the jet (see Fig. 4). The probe is then rotated be-

tween +10° and -10° incidence angle (@) to the free stream flow direction

in increments of 2 0 . This is repeated at the sane velocities at which

7



the Dm 's are calculated. A sample of these readings are shown it Fig. ,.

•	 ;t is noticed that these curves do not intersect at the zero degree point

j r, one might expect, due to the inexact matching of the wires - slight

differences in individual wire output for identical flow conditions. From

the plots of E against 0, the derivative ^kn E/30 is obtained, hence the

sensitivity coefficient is also obtained.

A = anE = 1 DE
v	 am	 E a

From each of these graphs A v1 and Av? can be calculated, therefore

leading to BC This again is plotted against velocity and can be approxi-

mated by a straight line as shown in Fig. 6.

3.3 Free Jet Measurements - Proof of Principle

Pr e liminary measurements were made in a free jet for which much pub-

lished data exist.	 This is necessary to validate the experimental pro-

cedure and data reduction discussed earlier, as little published data con-

cerning confined jet fluctuating flow data using the present method are

available. As mentioned previously, measurements were made "f mean velocity

and turbulence intensities in the self preserving region of the jet i.e.

at an axial dis'ance, x/d, of 20. The:.e results were then compared with

those of Corrsin.' Corrsin' used a one inch diameter jet issuing into

still air at a velocity of 10 m/s while the present jet consisted of a

contoured nozzle with an area contraction ratio of 16!1 and an exit velo-

city of 14 m/s.

Initially, traverses for mean velocity were made across the jet at

x/d equal to 20 to indicate if the jet used inthis study is similar to

the one used by Corrsin.' Figure 7 i ndica^es that the present jet is very

8



compatible with the previous researcher's jet. 	 the differences that occur

at the large radial distances can he expected clue to the diffi ,lties in

measuring very low velocities.

Presented in figs. 8 and 9 are measurements of u'	 /u and v'	 utillsm	 1111%/ m

at X/d = 20. As can be seen all the jet measuretiwnts have been norl-dilllen-

sionalimd with regard to the station maximum axial velocity, i.e. on the

Jet centerline.	 This is because non-dinlensionallzing with the jet exit

velocity would be very insigniticant at such a distance downstream from the

nozzle exit. As can be seen frorl the plots fair ay ► • eement with Corrsin"

was achieved, expecially for u' rills 
Ill'
/u  rills mThe v' /u values measured here

tend to he slightly lower than those presented by Corrsin' but this again

can he explained by the difficulty in nleaNtivin(f turbulent, low speed flows.

3.4 Confined Jet Measurements

Before any measurements were made in the test facility the cros•ed

hot -wire probes had to be calibrated in the free jet facility as described

in section 2.2. This was tc study the angular sensitivity of the probe

Mid to ensure that no 'drifiinq' of the electronics had occurred. The

resi%tances of the hot-wires were Also checked after the t'lnil measur(`lllents

for the same reason.

the measurements of mean and fluctuating components of' velocity were

made in an isothermal model of a can combustor 	 the expansion ratio D/d

was equal to 2 with an expansion angle. (Y. of 90''. The measurements were

made at axial locations in the test section of x/U of 0. 0.5. 1. 1.5. 2

and 2.5. The fluctuating components of the flow were normalized with the

jet nozzle exit velocity. u o . This quantity was measured prior to the

conrrlencenrent of any test.

9
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Mt-asurmients of u'
rms	 nos

and v'	 were achieved by placing the crossed

wires of the probe in the x-y plane (see Fig. 4) at the required x/D loca-

tion and instantaneousl .v adding and subtracting the rms •:ultages from

each of the wires. The w' 
MIS 

component of the fluctuating velocity was

measured by rotating the crossed hot-wires through 90° until they were on

the x-z plane. The subtraction of the two instantaneous rms voltages is

then used in the calculation of w' 	 /u .
MIS o

The probe was traversed radially across the test facility by memi s

of a probe drive built at OSU. This probe drive made it possible to

make measirernents at 18 positions radially across the test section.

lO



4.	 CONFINED JET RESULTS

The results presented here are measured values of the mean axial velo-

city, axial, radial, and tangential velocity fluctuations found in isothermal

airflows of axisymmetric combustor geometries. As noted earlier the diameter

expansion ration D/d = 2, 'Inlet Reynolds number Re d = 1.26 x 10' and wall ex-

pansion angle, a, is 90 0 . Measurements were taken at axial locations of x/D

equal to 0, 0.5, 1.0. 2.0 and 2.5.

Figures 10 (a) - (f) show measured values of the time-mean axial velo-

city at all of the axial locations. The axial location of x/D of zero is

act:jally a distance of approximately 5 mm between the wires and the enlarge-

ment face to insure that the wires were not damaged. The measurements at

this location show that the shear layer is very thin, in the region of 3 mm.

Compari!.ons have been made with Chaturvedi" at all axial locations except

at positions of x/D equal to 0 and 2.5. Chaturvedi 10 did not take measure-

ments at these locations. Both sets of axial velocities show good agreement

except in the region of the recirculation zone. This is due to the hot-wire

not being unable to sense flow direction, but an increase in flow velocity was

detected as the probe was traversed furthzr across the recirculation bubble.

Therefore,	 indicating that a	 flow r^vernal	 did take plAce.

The plots depicting u'rms /uo are shown in Fig. 11	 (a)	 -	 (f).	 As	 can	 be

seen, good comparisons can be noted for most of the measured values with

those of Chaturvedi. The curves of radial velocity fluctuations are shown

in Fig. 12 (a) - (f). The two studies are in fair agreement except in

regions of high turbu l ence where the present study gives higher values

coi.7pared to Chaturvedi. 1 '	 Fig. 12 (a) (v' 1ms /uo at x/D = 0) indicates

that the radial velocity fluctuations are damped due to the presence of

the enlargement wall.

11



The final curves, Fig. 13 (a) - ( f ) show the tangential velocity

•	 fluctuations (w' rnls o/u ). Chaturvedi 10 only made preliminary measurements

of these fluctuations and concluded that v'^ w'. The figures shown here

tend to support this fact wit;, very similar peak and centerline turbulence

intensities between v' rms /uo ana w' rms/u
o . Fig. 13(a) again shows the

damping effect of the wall, which 'ends to provide further proof of

Chaturvedi i s 10 observation. The shall discrepencies that do occur between

n 	 the present results and those of Chaturvedi 10 could he caosed by slight

drifting of the electronics and differing nozzle geometries.

The results shown here show the high level of turbulence in zones of

separation, the conditions of nonhomogenity and the variation of turbu-

lence characteristics as the flow proceeds. Chatur-edi' O noted that center-

line values of turbulence intensities reached a maximum at an axial loca-

tion of approximately x/D = 2.5,	 This result agrees favorably with that of

the present study. Also shown on Figs. 10-12 are single-wire six-oricnt.ation

measurerients, recently obtainc-d in the same test facility at Oklahoma State

University. 14 Again the agreement is generally satisfactory.

12



5.	 CONCLUSIONS

application of the crossed hit-wire anernometI J technique to turhu111.I

nonswirling flows has been di-;cussed, together with the calibration and

data reduction procedures. Great care has to be taken during calibration

of the probe arid, in conjunction with this, 'drifting' of the electronics

has to be kept to a minimum. The method has i>een applied initially to free

jet flows in order to justify the technique; rtcsults are in good agreement

with Corrsin.' The mjin applicatirm of the method is to axisymmetric confined

jets it the Oklahoma State University test facility. Results are given for

the nonswirling flow in the sudden expansion configuration. Measurements of

time-mean and fluctuating velocities are presented at several axial stations

and coniparcrd with those o'I Chaturvedi 20 and Janjua. 11	Good agreement is to

be noted.

13
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1.	 NOMENCLATURE

Am	axial velocity fluctuation sensitivity coefficient

A 
	 radial velocity fluctuation sensitivity coefficient

8^	 (E, Avr + E 2 Av?j

D	 chamber diameter
I

d	 nozzle exit diameter

Dm	 (E ►
 Am ► + E2 Amt	 I

E	 mean voltage

e 	 voltage fluctuation
i

r	 radial distance

r 
	 free jet nozzle radius

R 
	 hot-wire resistance

u	 Lime-f►ledn axial velocity

u m	station maximum velocity

U 
	 nozzle exit velocity

U '

	

	 rms axial velocity fluctuation
rms

h	 v'r
°ms

 rms radial velocity fluctuation

warms rms tangential velocity fluctuation

u'v'	 rx component of Reynolds stress tensor

x	 axial distance

x,r,o axial, radial, polar co-ordinates

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates

CI	 wall expansion angle

0	 yaw angle of cross wire probe relative to jet centerline
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8.	 FIGURE LIST

Fig. 1.	 Schematic of confined jet facility

Fig. 2.	 Schematic of instrumentation layout

Fig. 3.	 Calibration plut of E versus u

Fig. 4.	 Coordinate system of free and confined jet

Fig. 5.	 Calibration plot for sensitivity to angulation

Fig. 6.	 Parameters 0m and B0 versus u

Fig. 7.	 Radial distribution of time-mean axiai velocity at x/d = 20 in
nonswirling free jet [ ----- Ref. 7]

Fig. 8.	 Radial distribution of axial 	 velocity fluctuation at x/d = 20 in
nonswirling free jet [ ----- Ref. 7]

Fig. 9.	 Radial distribution of radial velocity fluctuation at x/d = 20 in
nonswirling free jet [ ----- Ref. 7]

Fig. 10. Time-mean axial velocity profiles in nonswirling confined jet
[o -o present study, ----- Ref. 10, --- Ref. 11]

Fig. 11. !Axial velocity fluctuation profiles in nonswirling confined jet
[o --o present study , ------ Ref. 10, ----- Ref. 1 1 ]

Fiq. 12. Radial velocity fluctuation profiles in nonswirling confined jet
[o--o present study, ----- Ref. 10, --- Ref. 11]

Fig. 13. Tangentia l velocity fluctuation profiles in nonswirling confined
jet
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Fig. 4. Coordinate system of free and confined .jet.
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A %IMPIF !INIIF DIIffktN(:E Pk1XHJUR.
FOR rHF V11k1 It X CUNT 1401 LED DI I vi-t. g

A. A. Kw.o..lnO and I). C. IA I Irv**
ttkl.lh.".& St.lta- Univrt It v, StIIIw.ttrr, 06 la.

Atimt rat t

the efIect o1 bleed on short vortex cont IoIIed

,Illfusrr n is conrldete 't numrtl,all y . The tt.anlient

NAVlet -Itoker equations Ate solved v1.4 th., lr A%-$ if-

4:101 	 f III lte dtItrtrnrr ryuat tons , dItectIV In

trim:, of the lit lmltive prenhure-Vii • io,lt y v.tttablr.,

and the ta-, till lyue I  hawed on the two-dlm.•nrlonal

los Al,tmos S 1 11A 1 , 14-d1&'tion pro,edutr.	 A thoIf 41m

ill.. computer lode hall been developed, filling .1 ,.fill!

nar flow slmul.9tton with 'Itee .111,' or 'no r ► lp'
wall btundai v condltionx. 	 rhr 1,4111111 111 	 code Fe-
pl4.hentA .1 h..ric tool to which urrr-ut1a-Itto l d "LW3-
plrxltten .1 lid w, • phlhtI,4ttonill call e,9sll y h.• added
IS reyultrd.

1.	 Introduction

1.1 The I'hen„tnvnon Con,ldvit-d

Recent vmph,thlh hall Liven plated an the teyulle-

ment for -i 4hott of f (dent d i f f user to he {•!.Iced
betw:en the-	 +mptehxor and combustor c,tmponrnts of

the aitit..It g.94 turbine engine.''	 1114. vottrx -

conttolled Atttuset VcD emplo y -, hlerd .It the wtell

10VAt ion of .t .lump till t,.ht't , hJ .14 1,1 Obtain .1 low-
prrttsure loxs In A short length-	 Ft purr 1 shown .t

sc• h1-matIc of the VCD In it -6 himplt'st form.	 Herr.
the view ma y I— ronsldered aw .1 411&'9• .,1 .fit .u1JUl1..r
J'Ath with tenet .91111 01111-1 h1ee114 or .14 .119 axisvm-
,retri, sttu.9t ton with ctrcumterent 1.91 hlecd.	 In
!'tact ice. the Clow Alllfih. • 4 tt0m the prfm.l,v duct

Into .111 ,.brnpt Iv-enlarged -wt ondar y duct. lilt -
arttorl h.•tw.•.•l, {he VCD bleed .laid the main I Iow t•.
At..hli:ed v1.1 .1 vortex Ienre, .1140 shown In the
I1:ture.	 without bleed, theta 14 let flow with vrty

little later At dittu49on - a IonK .fort 14 nerd to
obtain unlfotm air-tlow propetties At the dlffumer

exit.	 Conver No- l y , with pill ttlrl vii t ttieed, the main

tlow dttfusefat rnpidIv and fills the 4rcond.tt y duct -

the corner ret'I/CUI•tt ion 10ttr is cons I der at, ly
shottet

►RIMAYr D0,1	 UCOa1DA11y 01JO

INS

1

1

Ill HD DU(t	 voltffx
FIND

kIt0 RON -

Fig. 1 Schematle of tIle VCD Keomr•trv2
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..y.rgAt	 #. mail. n m Il.on,.le of Aftnwwl.r. red

^.unmruu, •. 1w,	 19112, All right, r. filed

I.: prrvloum Studlew

Fat Iv ideas fit the VCD plAced .'uMpM In th.• dlt

tuh. • t w.111 to locate vort I,rr rot. • t 1nK prrfrrent 1.11 -
Iv In the Itrectlon of IIow. ro all to teducr th..

boundar y lave) khrat rtrrwr rxprrlenced b y the tl,w

I ll the rrKlon of h1Kh •dvrtwr ptcrrutr KtAdfrntw.t

onl y I I m 
I 
t v d lauccrmw war ohtatled hr, .n, hr of dlftt-

ultv In t4.talnlrfK .1 4t 4 b I r vottrx avhtvs. 	 Not,rnt

.'xt4.nnfve htudIt	 At CtantIeId lnwtItute of Trchno-

IoKv ovetcalmr thlw lit oblem by IvaturinK hired off

dite,tl y Ir,4n rhr vottrx. `1%.t	It wds ale, loved

th.lt the yuautlt	 of hired Betio iIrd &',old be kept
.it reasonable Irvr1. by lot-.41lnK .9 1rn&'e dIIe,tly

d0wttrtteAm of the vottrx, theII . bv ct cat Ing .9 par-

tlslly enclored vortex ch.lmher. 	 Figure : hhowh the

me, hanl4m deduced f tom rxpel im4.ntal d.tt.9, whet. • .t

lavet of high t,Jrhulente tolm•, hrtw • e11 the AT twit
off rtream tune 'a' .11141 the diftuning htteam tube

'h'.	 The mAinhttr,lm flow 14 furthet itdvd ,m itr

p.9th b y the lolm.atl.-n of .1 C' mrlda bubblo tmmrdi.ltc-
Iv d„wn •,tteam of the I.tlrral tenor.

rh14 work hugge•.trd A potential Ill- rIot man cr

p.avotf In practical engine .ip1,11c,111ons. Ile ttofI.
Divitt • l Atlfson Divtwlon of I:etierAI Motorx Appllyd
the ..bore lAborAt.,ry concept• to .t tr.alistl, Ka
turbine .1mtu1.11 ,ombu4tit'll hyhtem f low p.ttIt	 the
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l.3 The C„mput.ttlon,il Problem

Milt heMAtically the governing eyuatIons Are

4.I 1 1 p t 
I 
r to chAr.trter and a reIaxatIin method of



solutlon Is appropriate (it solving dlir(fl y for
the stead y -state); the y air parabolic (In time) and
a starching ste • thud of solutlot) is approptiate (If
solving for the stead y -state via the flow evolution

of the trans lent Ilow procasa). 	 (:onsl dip rat I( oil Is

riven hate to a prlsltIva, premaura-velocity varl-

i.lbr, finite difference cootie w ltich hsa been develop-
ed to predict 2-D axisyssetrlc transient flows.
The technique used here incorporates the following:

(1) A finite dltirrence procedurr 1s used in

which the dependent variables are the
velocity components and pressure, formu-

latrd in axls yemtrtrlc cylindrical polar
coordinates.

(11) The pressute is drdured from the contin-

uit y equation and the latrut velocity

held. using a gursa-and-correct proce-
durr for the latter.

(111) The procedure incorporates displaced grids
for the two velorlt y components, which

are placed between the nodrs whore pres-
sure is stored.

The code Is drsignrd for per•.ona with little
of no experience in numerical fluid dvnamlcs with
tt,r purpo.er of drmonstrating that man y useful and
difficult problems can be solved without irsorting
to large, complicated computer programs. As speel-
fic complexities can be added easily, the program
provides a basis for developing man y new numerical
(apah111tie• s. The present work has grown out of
previous Ideas about solving 2-1) flows train so-
taIIed Lob alamos10 17 and Imperial Col lrge11,1%
m • lhods, solving, for the primitive pressure-vvlo-
clt y variable%. the former trvatlng the- transient
case and the latter treat trig the steady -t Ate case

directly.

qur. Ibla is one of the n.•st well-known t..rthuds to
solve tlot -dependent incosuptessiblr Iluld Ilow pro-

blems; Its conceptual simplicity Is ooe of tite main

attributes.	 A 2-1) vrialun to described In Prof. 12.

upon ♦filch the present weak to based. 	 In the pre-
sent work, and kulrrian finite difference formula-

tion in used with pressure and velocit y as the main

dependent variables. in addition, the velocity
components are positioned between the nodes where

pressure and other variables air stored. At each

step, the time-advanced expressions for u and v are

substituted Into the finite difference form of the
continuity equation for each cell, and the guess
and correct Iterative process on pressure and velo-

cit y corrections is done until rise continuit y equa-

tions to sufficiently wrll satisfied.	 This section

contlnurb with a full discussion of the partial

differential equations, mesh system, finite differ-
once equations, stability and ac(uracy, and boun-

dary condition Insertion.

2.2 The Partial- Dlfferential_EguAt_Ions

The governing partial differential equations

l'I)ia of the lot(raptrssib ► r Ilowfirld air the con-
tinuity equation, and conservation of momrutum in

the x (- radial) and y (- axial) directions. These
may bt taken in axis ytmmetrlc cylindrical coordinatr}

in conbervative form ^ I.1$ as:

au	 Jv
X + T + XY

au + a (112 ) +
 d 

(vu) + u
2

at	 ax	 3y	 X

f + v(V 2 u - ")	 (1)
i!X	 x

The prr.wrnt study illustrates the use of a
short simr • le computer code, using a laminar flow
simulation with 'tree slip' or 'nn slip' wall hnund-
ary conditions. The simplified code provides an
alternative to a more sophisticated coda• applied to
a similar dump flowfield with bleed which is dls- 	

where

cussed as one of the gas turbine combustor design
c • hallenyc • s of the 14HO's. Is

Ly
at + ax caul + 2v (v2)	 xv

• - a - + Vv7v
Y

^m . ?A + a2^ + !.
Jx	 ay	 x dx

1.4 tlutline of the Cnntributlon

The computational procedure described In
Sect ion 2 1s based (in 	 Alamos SOLA 2-1) ideas. 12
The technique is for incompressible fluid flow, and
c.•mplexitirs are restrained to a minimum so a •i to
taciIitat y the use of the rode.	 User-oriented Lom-
plexitles can be added as required and details of
manv such extenhlons ma y he obtained elsewhere:
control volurce and flux approach to obtaining the
I'DEs, non-uniform grid s y stem, semi-implicit method
for each time-step. etc. ^ `•It,17	 Predictions for
the VCD are given in Section t shoving the influ°-
once of several design parameters. The f inal con-
clusions f ;lustrate that a useful and valuable tool.
based on concrptuall y simple ideas. is now becoming
available, anti on to which any usrr-oriented com-
plexities can easily be added.

Imulation and Solution Procedure

2.1- _ The_ Technique

The computational code solves directl y for the
primitive pressure .end velocity variables, and is
based on the Marker and Cell MAC Los Alamos techni-

The above simulation lndi-ates that the pro-
blem 1s simply treated as a lardinar visrous problem

with unrealistic 'tree slip' or 'nn slip' wall

b,tundary conditions.	 in this manner of formulation,

much of the flow is controlled by the inlet and
outlet (ondYtlons, together with the confining con-

straint. As recommended ill 	 12, when romputa-

tions are made in a large chamber, it is often a
complicated and lengthy task to resolve thin boun-
dary fivers along the confining walls. But In manv
rases, the presence of these is unimportant and
free slip boundary conditions can he justified as a

good approximation. On the question of turbulence
modeling. it is known that the time-mean behavior

of a certain turbulent flows may sometimes be simu-
lated via a constdnt large vi!-cos)ty.' 0•J1 This is
the approach taken here and predictions have been
made with a range of values given to the constant

viscosity a with minor effect on the flowfteld pro-
duced.	 In view of this minor effect of the visco-

%itv magnitude, computations given later are obtal•i-

ed merel y with the laminar viscosity being; used.
The results show that, even with this limitation.
a useful simulation of the actual problem to ob-

tained.
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rho presrnt simulation and solution procedurs

is a short n IupIIIIrd approach IapproxI metal ly 1150
rortran statemrntsl with good capability. Of course,
other more Irnitthy Iapproxlmately 10110 Fortran
"tatemrnts) and sophisticated Inonunllorm grid, to-

pll.lty solution pro.edure, two-•quatlun tutbul.nce
model and wail functlotar) approaches ate Avallable.

1.3 The Mesh Syetrm

The x-y domain Is divided Into rectangular

.rll divisions, with uniform As and Ay spacings.
In the case of An annular dlffuert, the left hand
boundAty reprr-.rnta a swum-tr y piano with radius
xl a (rf + t o ) /I where T  Arid to ate Inorr and
outer ptlmary dolt annulus radli. Thin assumed
symmetry Implies that only half of the problem is

being solved.	 In the cane of an axlnvatssrtric dif-
fuser, the Jett hand boundary in the symmetry axis
with radius ill . - 0.

This domain is also cowl, l. •mented by r layer of
ells on all tildes, so as to allow easy simulation
.4 the tequlted boundary conditions (SCs). These
fictitious .ells lncteao- the total number of cells

in each dlrr.tlon.	 Figure I lllustratrn the total
mrsh .atrangement, while Fig. 4 portrays A single
roll laud shown the location of each field variables
p, It and v relative to this (I,.1)-aril. 	 Tho pres-

sure p Is located at the center of Wait. .ell, whllr

the radial and axial velocities (u to the rudl.al

n-directions and v !n the axial y-direction) are on
the right and top boundatlrs, respoctively. Thus
normal ,elocitirs lie dlrecely in the physical
bound.ttion of the solution domain, while the tangen-

tial veaoclttes arid press .sre are limplict4f halt a
cell interval ( nsid. • the f lwf Feld.	 In this way
the extrtlor fictitious cells are particularly .on-
ventent when applying thr boundar y conditions 6Cs.

1.4 The Finite Differen.e- E..luatlons

In formulating finite •liffett-nce replesenta-
ttnns of the governing partial differential equa-

tions I'DEs, the usual Intuitive estimates of ore-
slded first-derivative-, centered first-derivat'ves
and centered srcond-derivatives .,re used. Super-
scripts n and (blank) are used to denote values at

time-level It and r. + At, resrectively. portrayed
now are equations enabling one such forward tlmv-

step to he accomplished.	 rhum, starting Item Ini-

tial field vAlurs throughout the domain of interest,
.s time-march pro(-v.%:& In u:,ed so as to advance to-
ward the final steadv-state solution, which is

usuall y of special Interest fin opposed to the en
route calculations.

In Eq. (1) the time derivatives are spproxt-

mated by forward one-sided derivatives: rn,m! spa-
tial derivatives are approxlmatrd by central ultfer-

ences based on values at time-level t. Special
techniques are required in computational fluid dyna-
mics, however. In the repreaentatIon of the convec-

tion terms, .tnd a certain amount of upstream dif-

ferencinq is required. The difference equations
representing the conservation of momentum Eq. (1)

In directions x and y may he written and used to
accomplish one forward tam.--step as follows:

Fig. 4 Arrangement of finite difference
variables in a tvpical cell.
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where the 4 trtw ► on the right of rash tit throe
equat iono, are drllned In Appendix A. The Coeffl-

rlrnt tr in these rquallons (are Appendix A) Is a
constant taking a valor brtern 0 and 1, rod so giv-

ing the dratted amount of upstream (donor cell)

dlffrrrncing !n the convection termt.. 11 A value of

0 gives merely central dlifrrrncing as in tM urt-

gloal tU1C codes iI•II and numerical inatrhillty pru-

bleas arise; a value of I gives the full upstream
tit donor cell furry which, though 'introducing rrrurq

Is stable provldrd the fluid is not allowrd to pass
through mute than onr cell in one tlmr-step, tore

the stabilit y criterion of Eq. (b) later.

Although Eq. (2) accomplishes one forward tlme-
step based on cunsrrvatlon of momentum principlrs,

the newly calculated velocities will nt.t. In gro

real, matlol y tfu• continull ► to-qulremeiit, as rx-
prrtoard by the central ('life dittriencr form of

the continuity rqu.rtlon tore the first of Eq. (11.:

Ax (c'i1	 u l-1.) ) + AV (VviJ	 vl.i-i)
1	 (7)

2x (u it • ut-1,)) - 0

who- rr•

X - x4 4 Ax(i-1.5)

Trans here are evaluated at tlmr- )eve) t • At.
This incompieshiotlit y condition Is impohed by

Iterativel y adjusting the till prrhmutr. 	 That is,

It the divrrgencr it of a cell !s positive (the left
icand side of Eq. (3) is positive) there is a net
mass outflow from c hat cell. This it. correctrd by

teducing file cell pressure. 	 1! the divergencr Is
negative, .ut lncreahe in cell pressure is appro-

prlate.

When At Cell presmurr changes from p to p + Aft,
the velocit y components on the 4 faces of that cell

change, given from a linear anal y sis film Eq. (2),
by an amount:

u i ' - u I,J + At Ap/Ax

u i - l,J - ui-1,) - At Ap/Ax
(4)

v 1,J	
viii • At Ap/Ay

)`	 yv1.1-1	
y f.) _.1 	 At	 A

Substitution of these in Eq. (3) vields the

amount of correction to p required as:

Ap - - D/(2 At (1/Ax' + 1/Ay'))	 (s)

where D Is the current (nonzero) value of the left

hand side of Eq. (3).

At rash timr-step, pressure and velocity up
date iteration continues until the Dm of all the

cells are less than some prescribed small positive
quantity E. The Eq. (4) are applied with an over-

to lariat loot pat a,,• ter w between 1 and	 a value

nrrt 1.B ofIrn 114P nP optimal, fn otdrt to st+rrd ut

the t +nvergrntr of the pr,hautr itrratiun procrsto.

(unvrfgr m r to the steady-state molutlon to ratab
limited by taking many forward tis+r-strps.

7.5 Stabillly slid Accuracy

The stead y state solution Is evolved trios

taking man y lorwrd tlmr-strps, a recommendation
.,w: ng at least twice the average trsldrncr time of
a typical partf.lr passing through the fltww domain,

based on a alaple 1-I) f ltow analvois. 	 Accurac y 1a
enhanced by using small spatial and flow intervals,

at the rxpen%e of largr computer time. Whrn total

floe requitrm,.nt n necessitate a largr grid sirr, it

is nut possihlc to resolve thin boundary layers
along confining walla and free-slip BC.s for tangrn-
flal velocities are more appropriate than the more

Intuitivel y cottrct no-slip B(.s.

Ontr thr spatial subdivision ito chosen, the

lime incc rrment must be rrstricled In two ways.

Firstly, it seat he less than (typltallY equal to
0.25 to 0.77 tiara) the minimum cell tranal. timr

taken over all cells:

At ' min 
I

,A 1 , 1y 1 u	 v l

Srtondly, with a nunxrro Itlnematic viscosity, monwri-

tum nstht not dilfusr, more than approximatel y unr
cell in one tlmr-stell. for which sit r- 	 sate is.

	

1Ax' A '	 (7)
V At < ? (x3•"cy7

W► u • n the tlmr-step Is so restricted, tttc re-
r,ulrrd amouni of upstream (dunot co-11) dlffrient ill.

must be achieved b y choosing .t slightly larger than
(typically 1.2 to 1.5 times) the largest of the
tight hand tilde member of:

1	 a	 ,ax 
,u1At ly]nt	 (B)

	Ax 	 Ay

vhrrr the maximum 1s taken over all cells. 	 if a i-^

chosen to be too large, stabilit y is being achievt

at the expense of the Intorduction of an unnec•es

aarlly large amount of diffusion-like truncation

ertors (called numerical smoothing).

2.6 Poundar^Condttions

Finite difference equations FF:Ds simulating
the PDFs are set up and solved b y wav of a time-

march process applied to cells within the flow do-
main of interest. Cells touching the boundary thus

utilize the value on or Just Vii—ond the boundary.

interior normal velocit y calculations take the
zero normal wall values, the given normal inlet or
(little , values, or the vet-to-be-determined outlet
values as appropriate Kit during their calculations.

interior tangential velocity calculations use
'.he fictitious values which are placed in the sur-

r.w oding layer of conplementary cells. Specifica-
tion of theme is after each tine-step a nd after
each sweep of the eel's during the pressure itera-
tion. With a coarse gild, free-slip BCs are appro-
priate for tangential ve l ocities, and external
values arc set equal to their associated imuirdiate-

ly interior values. Ott the other hand, with a fine
grid computing through the boundary layer, no-slip
BCs are appropriate for tangential velocities and

4
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external values are art rqual tit 	 neg.ttl ye of

their ass-ciwted imisediately Interior values.

Specification of normal velocities at an -rut-

flow boundary often ;-ones a prob!rm as It can have
4etriatent.al upstream influence.	 Otte sight merely
Impure the zrtu-normal gradient or continuative[
condition and art these values equal to their tm-
medlately upstream values. 12 When primary intrrrat
to being focused on the final steady-state %elution,

it has been tound it that a outtthle constant way be

added to oa,h ouch extrapolated value, with advant-
,yr to the rapidity of convergence. This constant
value is chosen so as to make the total outlet flux
equal to the total inlet flux, thus ensuring the
requitement of a macroscropic mass balance. Outlet

boundar y speclficatlot) 1s tmposrd onl y at ter each

time-stop as computed via Fq. (2) and not after each
pass through the mesh during the pressure iteration.

oil 	 axis or plane of symmetry the usual zero

normal velocit y .std Irev -slip .total vel tcity t , teect-
Iication are applicable.

3. Predictions and Discussion

3.1 - Diffuser Effectiveness

Experimental tests l•t have included both non-
uniform lnivE profiles and varying quantities of

hleed.	 Moditicatiuns to the Uttual effectiveness

parameter are needed to characterize the :tltuatlon

correctly.	 Flow distortion is characterized b y thr

tluw distortion paramr• tet, a.	 rhis is defined as

the kinetic energy Ilux of the given profile divided

by th.• kinetic energy flux of the same flow quanti-

ty with it 	 profile.	 Values larger than unity

Indicate tlow distortion. The followinx equation

may be used to compute a:

	

!p VtlAllpdA_J' 	(q)
I !o VdA 13

where the integrations are taken across the flow

pates age. This parameter is of fundamental impor-
tance since it establishes the ideal diftuser stdtiL'

pressure rise :oeffivient, which for incomprrbsibie

flow le:

field residence times later, corresponding to )00
time-steps, and rrqu:ring about 10 a of IBM )i0/168

CP tlaw. The taa-mbrr of pressutr-ve l o ci ty iterations

required per title-strp depenos on the inlet nonunl-

formittrs and bleed nagnitudes. iypically, it is
Initially about 150 and decreases to 1 as the final

steady state solution is approached.

Figure 5 shows predictions of the velocity
vector patterns In the xy-domain, with 02 and 162

hired tit 	 (a) and W. respectively. Notice

that with nu bleed, there in a rather lame corner
I

litttfy•.^
11tty!..t

111trt/ir,al

ilii^t,rel

ii11i1•, ► I
Ili

lift +;^•.,1

ff itt^,...a

111 '^^ e ^• aI	 ^

111[,.

1111[•...

ii11t	 ,,.
1

(a) 02 bleed

Fig. 5 Predicted velocity vector patterns

with:

ftttl,/ree

Itltttte1.

ltftttr^,0
ttt f rte/,.

lilt[[; ► ..
ttlit^^•.i

111[+

iii[+'••.e
l

iiltt .. ^

alit+	 t••
111[1	 ,.

I

(b) 162 bleed

The diffuser effectiveness is the actual diffuser

static pressu-e rise, divided by the ideal static
pressure rise. Typically • the inlet flow to the

diffuser is highly distorted with a t - 1.22 and
um /uav - 1.7 [the maximum axial velocity is near
the centerl, while the exit flow is far more uni-
torm with at and um /uav taken near unity.

3.2 Predictions

To demonstrate ¢he capabilltlea of the solution
schrrc• Just described, predictions are now made and

discussed for the case of the sudden expansion an-

nular VCD with area ratio, A R - 3, 2 and 1.5. The
tnflc-w is taken to be highly distorted with as -1.22
as in the experimental data used for compatison.I

Predictions are first discussed for the case
AR - 2. The flow domain is overlaid with 10 x 28
tnte• ,.tal cell divisions in the x- and y-directions

respectively, with aspect ratio Ay/Ax - 4. Tran-

sient computation" are e-ontinurd u:tt11 steady state

conditions establish thera3.elves, roughly t;.•; flow-

recirculation zone provokad by the sudden expan-ion.
It in some distance downstream before the axial
velocity profiles become more uniform. On the other
hand, with 162 bleed, the inflow is encouraged to

expand into the larger cross-seeLional area and only
a relatively small corner vortex region is to be

seen. Axial velocity protlles `ecome more uniform
much mote quickly to the downstream direction than

was the case with no bleed. The dashe.. 'ine on
these vector velocity plots is approximately the

zero streamline, which enclosed the corner recircu-
lation bubble.

Vortex ec:,;rolled diffuser performance predic-

tion is illustrated in Figs. 6-8 for the are ex-
pansion ratios AQ - 3, 2 and 1.5 reape- l ively. In
each case. VCD effectiveness 1a pir,ted as n func-
tion of .luienstream distance L/H, measured from the
end of the primary duct. Each of the figures has

titre" lines drawn, representing the cases of 02,

82 and 122 bleed. The open symbols and solid lines
are predicted: the closed avmbsia ,ire corresponding
expetlme • ntal evidence. ? 'Phe agreerent 1s very

c
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ABSTRACT

A primitive pressure-velocity finite difference code has been
developed to predict transient three-dimensional turbulent flow.
The code is a simplified yet effective prediction procedure for use
by persons with little experience in computational fluid dynamics,
and into which user-oriented complexities can easily be added. The
method is used on the transient two-dimensional Los Alamos SOLA
prediction techngiue for laminar flows. Turbulence is simulated
by means the two-equation k-c turbulence model; sl„z.e5 diffusion
and buoyancy are also in%-.Luaea. Two applications of the code are
presented to local destratification near they release structure of
• reservoir and to the deflection of a .jet entering normally into
• uniform cross-flow. Predicted results exhibit good agreement
with experimental data, showing that a useful characterization of
fully three-dimensional flows is now available.

Paper for presentation at the Symposium on 3-D Turbulent Shear Flows
to be held at the ASME Fluids Engineering Division 1982 Spring Meeting
in St. Louis, Missouri, June 7-10, 1982.
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NoW NC1AT11RF:

C 1 k-( 	 model	 ronstunt

C 2 k -C	 model	 c•onstatlt

CD It 	 model	 con,rant

Cu k-t model Constant

D Ptopellet	 di.unctet,	 n
P

D a Nomitmennton.tl	 piopeller	 di.tmeter,	 C"D	 /H
P

DF Dilution	 faetot,	 OF -	 ( tit-P1)/(PI-P2)

F Constant	 in	 the	 log	 law

Frd Den;imetric Fronde number,

Ftd	 -	 vp/Ig0P/Pi)1111/2

It Ctavittonal	 acce let atton.	 m/at

C Cenct.otton	 rate of	 turbulence energy,

J/kg.s

H Tot.tl .Iepth of model, a

It Kinetic enetgv of	 turbulence	 pet	 unit	 *ass,

J /kg

k Kinetic enr• txy at point	 P
P

K Constant	 in the	 log-law

K s Nondimrnsional	 ptopellet	 distance,	 normalts-

ed with tespert	 to H.

L Propeller depth below the surface, a

t length scale of	 tutbulence, m

L • Nondimensimm l ptopeller depth, L•	L/H

Mass	 fraction of	 fluid of	 density P1m l

(eptlimnion)

Mass fraction of	 fluid of density p2s 2

(hypolimnion)

p Time-mean static	 pressure deviation from

hvdrostattc pressure,	 Pa

P Typical point	 in flowfield

Q
P

Propeller flow rate, kg/s

Q r Release flow rate,	 kg/ n

Q a Nondimensional	 flow rate, Q* - Q	 Q/
D	 r

R Jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio, K - u'/uin

r Deflected jet	 radius, n
0

Sk Source ten for k

S c Source tern for e

E Time. s
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u,v,w	 Time-mean velocity compotrrnts in a,y.z

coordinate directions, m/e
i

v Propeller velocity, n /s
P

V Component of velocity parallel to the wall
p

in the near wall	 region, n /a

a,y.a Cartesian coordinates, n

y 
Normal distance from nearby wall to point

P. m

ZT Thermocline location	 (measured from the

bottom!. n

ZTs Nondiarnsional	 therriocline location.

ZTa - ZT/H

[ Turbulent energy dissipation	 rate. n r /s)

u Absolute viscosity.	 Pa. n

W 
Turbulent	 viscosity.	 I'	 .a

V Kinematic viscosity, s=/s

P I	Epilimnion or top fluid density, kg!ml

P2
	Hypolimnion or bottom fluid density, kg /ml

P r	Release fluid density, kg/sr

a 
	 Schmidt number for It

O[	Schmidt number for C

d	 Schmidt number
sc

T	 Turbulent stress tensor, N/mt

m	 Ceneral dependent variable

iNTKODUCTION

Existing 3-D turbulent flowflelds prediction
codes, Although incorporating many complexities and

being efficient to their solution algorithms, pre-
sent a malor struggle to the code user who is faced

with the task of understanding, amending, and utill:-

Ing the avAilable codes (1). There is a need for

simplified techniques for persons with little or no

experience in computational fluid dynamics CFD, and

Into which user-oriented complexlties can *&ally be

Added. This paper presents a method which. in a

computer program of approximately 450 statements.

solves the fully 3-D time-dependent turbulent flow

equations in cartesian coordinates. Turbulence is

simulated by means of tl-e two-equation k-[ turbulence

model (1), and species diffusion and buoyancy effects

are properly simulated. The computational method is

based on the transient 1-D Los Alamos SOLA prediction
technique (3) (tor laminar flows), which is a finite

difference scheme based on the marker and cell method.

Consideration is given here to a primitive.

pressute-velocity variable, finite difference code

which has been developed to predict turbulent 3-D

transient flows. The technique used here incorporates

the following:

1. A finite difference procedure is used to
which the dependent vatiables are the velority cum-

ponents and pressure, formulated in cartesian coordi-

nates.
2. The pressure 1s deduced from the continuity

equation and the latest velocity field, using a guess-

and-correct procedure for the latter.

3. The procedure inco r porates displaced grids

lot the three vz locity components, which are placed

between tl.e nodes where pressure and other variables

are stored.
4. The code In designed for persons with little

or no experience In numerical fluid dynamics with the
purpose of demonstrating that many useful and diffi-

cult problems can be solved without resorting to large.

complicated computer programs. As specific complexi-

ties can be added easily, the program provides a basis

for developing many new numerical capabilities. the

present code incorporates the two-equation k-[ turbu-

lence model (4).
The paper presents recent work In the finite dif-

ference solution, via a primitive pressure-velocity

code, of 3-D recirculating transient turbulent flow-

fields. The technique is for incompressible flow. and
the complexities are restrained to a min/mum so as to

facilitate the use of the code and user-oriented com-
plexities can be added as required. Two applications

of the code are presented. The first is prediction of

local destratiflcation of reservoirs (5.6) which in-
cludes species diffusion and buoyancy tortes, and the

second application is prediction of the velocity field

generated by a deflected turbulent jet, injected nor-

mally Into a uniform truss-flow (7).

THE PREDICTION PROCEDURE

Gove rning Equations
Equations  representing conservation of mass,

momentum, species diffusion, turbulent kinetic energy

and its dissipation rate are taken in conservattve

form in Cartesian coordinates (6) as:

aui

aa i	°	 (l)

u

a + ax (u I m) - P
1 3X (Ot a ) s^)

1	 1 0	 1

where ♦ stands for any of the dependent variables u,
V, v, m oc k and c. The first three of these are time-

mean velity comp.ments u in the x directions
)x, y and fl. respectively• A buoyancy term occurs In

the vertical z-direction equation (6). The local mass
fraction at of fluid of density pi allows the local
density to be found us'.ng

n t + as - 1
(2)

P - n t Pi + nz Pa

Density changes are slight and allow incompressible
equations to be used, with the addition of an upward

buoyancy force. The viscosity is calculated from the
standard k-C turbulence model (4)

ut - Cupkz/.	 (3)

where k (s the turbulence energy and C (- C Dk r/r l:) is
the energy dissipation rate, both of these being ob-

tained from solution of partial differential equations.
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The equations differ primarily in their Schmidt num-

ber• 0+ and final 'source' terse S , me Indicated in
Tab ls 1. The rate of generation o^ k by the action
of velocity gradients is taken an

	

auau	 au

0 - u t (^ +) '	 (4)

Tu rbulence and other constants appearing are given

the usual recos>.ended values: CO - 1.0, C - 0.09.
C 1 - 1.44, C 2 - 1.92. These have been use In a
vide variety of turbulent flow situations and exhi-

bit good predictive capability (4).

TABLE I

SCHMIDT NUMEFRS AND SOURCE. TERMS
IN THE 0AL KAL EQUATION

4	 a4	 S 

â 	 au
u	 1	 - Jx + .x (ut)

,u
v	 1	 -	 +	 (ut TY—)

au
v	 1	 -	 +	 (Ut TZ—) - g(0 - Pt)

a 
	 1	 0

k	 1	 C - CDPC

E	 1.3	 (LICE - C2pEZ)/k

The Gr id System

The rectangular 3-D region to be considered is

divided into rectangular cell divisions, with ,ni-
form Ax, Ay and Az spacings. This solution domain is

complemented by a lnyer of cells on all sides, so as
to allow ea-sy simulation of the required boundary
conditions. These tictitfou,, cells increase the

total number of cells in each direction. Figure 1
illustrates the total mesh arrangement, while Figure

2 portrays a single cell and shows the location of
each field variable p, u, v, w and m l relative to

this (I,J,K)-cell. Notice that pressure p and ml

are cell centered. as also are the turbulence quanti-

ties k and E. Velocities are located on the fares

of the cell such that appropriate pressure gradients

in their differential equations are readily found.

Notice also that normal velocities lie directly on

the physical boundaries of the solution domain, while
the tangential velocities and pressure are displaced

half a cell Interval inside the fiowtield. In this

way the exterior fictitious cells are particularly

convenient when applying the boundary conditions.

Figure 1 also represents the physical problem

of the first application which contains a downward

flowing jet of fluid from a propeller.	 Initially

two fluids occupy positions above and below the inter-

face (called 'thermocline') as shown, so that their

initial mass fractions are m l - 1 and m2 - 0 (for

I > 7. T , the height of the interface) and vice versa.

Also shown is how the inlet and outlet flows are
handled. The exit release flow is via a rectangular

area In the release structure with the flow rate

specified a priori.

FREE SURFACE	 --

\	 1 \

1

- yR0!'fllER	 ^\

PLME OF SYMKTRr

Fig. 1 Fully 3-D Cartesian Grid Schematic.

T

Fig. 2 Arrangement of Finite Difference Variables in

a Typical Cell.

The Aour lar y Cunditlons
Finite difference equations simulating the pro-

blem are set up and solved by way of a time-march pro-

cess applied to cells within the flow domain of inter-
est. Cells touching the boundary thus utilize the

value on the boundary (in the case of a normal velo-

city) or values half a cell distant beyond the bound-

ary (in the case of tangential velocities).
Interior normal velocity calculations take the

zero Normal wall values, the given normal inlet values,

on the yet-to-be-determined outlet values as appropri-

ate boundary conditions during their calculations.

Interior tangential velocity calculations use the

fictitious values which are placed In the surrounding

laver of complementary cells. Specification of these

Is after each time-step and after each sweep of the
cells during the pressure iteration. With a coarse

grid. free-slip boundary conditions are appropriate
for tangential velocities. and external values are set

r \

z

Y
R[t[ASI
SIRUCIURI

OUTLET

Ps

Ps
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lqual to their associstrd tmwedtately interior values,
On the other hand, with a fine grid computing through
the boundary layrr, nu-slip boundary conditions are

appropriate for tangential velocities and external
values are not equal to the negative of their asoo-

clated Immediately interior values.

Specifications of normal velocities at an out-

flow boundary often poses a problem, as it can have

detrimental upstream .nfluence. One might merely

impose the zero-normal gradient or conttnuative
condition and art these values equal to their ltasxedi-
cely upstream values (3). When primary interest to

ueing focused on the final steady-state solution. It

has been found (5) that a suitable constant say be
added to each such extrapulated value, with advantage

to the rapidity of convergence. This constant value

ib chosen so as to sake the tots! outlet flux equal

to rite total Inlet flux, thus .nsuring the require-

ment of a macroscropic mass balance. Outlet boundary
specification to imposed only after each time-step

and not after each pass through the iursh during the
pressure iteration.

At planes of symmetry the usual zero normal

velocity and free-slip tangential velocity specifi-

cation are applicable.

The Inlet value for the turbulent kinetic

energy k is taken as 0.03u z and the dissipation t is

calculated fr-m its definition (i - C D k' lz /L) and

the length scale of turbulence L. taken typically

as 3 per cent oi the chatacteristic size of the
passage.

At a plane of symmetr y both k and t are given

the zero-gradient condition. At a wall, It is treated

similarly but a values are specified dust inside the
c-Op .ntatlnnal field at a point P in the terms of the

local value of k via (4)

C 3/4k 3/2

- -)' - -p--	 ( 5 )
P	

K yP

Wall shear stress is evaluated via the modified log-

law with the assumption of a constant shear region

near the wall. Wall functions are employed In u, v,

v, k and c equations, using the recommended expres-
clons (4)

1/4 1/2

Vp (Cy(TTOPv - - K In 1ECUl/4kp1/gyp/vl(6)

 1

_ P_
(T/P) w	C 1T

u

where the suffices w and p refer to the conditions

at the wall and at the near-wall grid node respec-

tively. K and E are convtants used in the log-law

of the wall,and possess the values 0.4186 and 9.793.

resppctively.

Solution Procedure
Finite difference representations are required

of the governing partial differential equations.

The usual intuitive estimates of one-sided first-

derivatives, centered first-derivatives and centered

second -der Ivat Ives are used In representing the

momentum equations. Superscripts n and (blank) are

used to denote values at time-level t and t + At.

respectively. Portrayed now are equations enabling

one such forward time-step to be accomplished. Thur,

starting from Initial field values throughout the

domain of interest, a time-march process Is used so

u to advance toward the final steady-state solution.

which to usuall y of special interest as opposed to the
an router calculations. 	 In Eq. (1) the time-derivative n

ate approximated by forward one-aided derivatives;

twat spat foal derivatives are approximated by central
differences beard on values at timo-level t. Special

techniques are required in computational fluid dyna-

mics. however. In the reotesentation of the convection
terms, and a certain amount of upstream dtfferencing

to required.
The difference equations representing the partial

differential equations may be written explicitly an:

- #n + At 1---1	 (7)

where # - u, v. w. ml, It and E. Convection, diffusion
and source terms occur to the parentheses on the right

hand side. For the momentum equations the appropriate

forms are given in Ref. 6. For the turbulence quanti-

ties k and t, similar terms occur and source term
linearization is effected in the manner recommended for

always positive variables lm.	 Ref. 7. p. 145).	 to

all six of these forward marching equations. donor
cell differencing is used with the convection terms.

In this a coefficient a takes a constant value between

0 and 1, so giving the desired amount of upstream dif-

ferencing (3). A value of 0 gives merely central
ditferencing as in the original KAC code and numerical

instability problems arise; a value of 1 gives the

full upstream or donor cell for which, although less

accurate, is stable provided as.ong other things that
the fluid is not allowed to pass through more than one

cell In one time-step, see the stability criterion of

Eq. (11) and other conditions later.
Although Eq. (S) accomplishes one forward time-

step based on conservation of momentum principles, the

newly calculated velocities will not, in general.
satisfy the continuity requirement, as expressed by

the central finite differ"nce form of the continuity

equation (the first of Eq. (1)):

Ax (u t^k-ui-l,j,k ) + Ay (vtjk-vi,J-I,k)

1

+ Az (wljk'i.).k-1) - 0
	 (a)

Terms here are evaluated at time-level t + At. This

incompressibility condition is imposed by iteratively
adjusting the cell pressure. That is, if the diver-

gence D of a cell is positive (the left hand side of
Eq. (8) is positive) there is a net mass outflow from

:hat cell. This is corrected by reducing the cell
pressure. If the divergence is negative, an increase

in cell pressure is appropriate.

When a cell pressure changes from p to p * Ap,

the velocity components on the 6 faces of that cell

change, given from a linear analysis from Eq. (7),
by the amounts:

u i. j . k
 - ui.j.k + At Ap/(Az pi)

u i-l. j .k	
mat-l.J.k - At Ap/(Ax Pi)

vl.J. k
 - vi.j.k + Ar ..".p/(Ay P1)

(9)

vi.J-I.k	 vi.j -l.k	
At Ap/(Ay Pi)

wi.j.k - wi.j.k + At Ap/(Al Pi)

wi.j. k - 1
	wi.J.k-1 - At Ap/(Az pi)

Substitution of these in Eq. (8) yields the amount of

correction to p required as:

5



P . -O t D/12 At (1/Ax e • 1/Ay e • I/A2 1 11	 (10)

.r U is the current (nonzero) value of the left
han t ;ide of Eq. (B). Pressure update iteration un-

til cite Ds of all the cells are leas then some pre-

scribe.t small positive quantity.	 The Eq. (9) are
aPplled with an over-reiaxatton factor w between 1

and 2, a v ,us near 1.8 often being optimal, in order

to speed up the convergence of the pressure iteration

Process. After the continuity equation to suffi-

ciently well satisfied, the values are accepted as

new-time, values and preparation for the next atop

of the tise-march can begin.

Stabiltjy and Accuraa
Accuracy in enhanced by using small spatial and

time intervals. at the expense of large computer

time. When total time requirements necessitate a

coarse grid, it is riot possible to resolve thin
Boundary layers along confining wall and tree-slip

BCs for tangential velocities are more appripriste

with linear finite difference approximations then

the expected viscous flow no-slip BCs.

once the spatial subdivision is chosen, the

time Increment must be restricted in two waits.

Firstly, It must be less than (typically equal to

0.25 to 0.33 times) the minimum cell transit time

taken over all cells:

At < min 
^ 

FUT
.
 Tv^, TwT 1	 (11)

Secondly, with a nonzero kinematic viscosity, momen-

tum must not diffuse more than approximately one cell

in one time-step, for which an estimate (3) is:

v At < 2 sin	 Ax" Ay r . Az = }	 (12)

A similar criterion to Riven in Ref. 6.

When the time-step is so restricted, the re-
quired amount of ^pstream (donor cell) differencing

trust be achieved by chuosiag a slightly larger than

(typically 1.2 to 1.5 times) the largest of the right

hand side member of:

1 > a > max { ju^At LVLAt 
a 

At	
(13)

where the maximum is taken over all cells. If a is

chosen to be too large, stability is being achieved

at the expense of the introduction of an unnecessari-

ly large amount to diffusion-like truncation errors

(caked numerical smoothing)4

APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In order to demonstrate the capability of the

code Just described, two applications are now given.

In each case, Predictions are xiven via the use of
the recommended values (4) of the empirical const.nts

in the turbulence model. Typically a rather coarse
grid system is used In the demonstrations, although

clearly finer meshes are needed if accuracy is
paramount. Approximately 10 minutes of IBM 370/168

CP time is required to allow the final stead• state

solution to evolve. Results presented are demonstra-

tive of the qualitative predictions currently avail-

able.

Local Destratification of Reservoirs

a	 The Carton pump consists of a low-energy axial

flow propeller placed just below the surface so as to

Provide a downward directed het of fluid and thereby

locally six reservoirs near the release structure of

the dam.	 In this way high-quality eptltmnion water is
transported downwards, so obtaining local destfatift-

cotton and improved release water quality in the vici-

nity of low-level release structures. The flowfleld

is fully three-dimensional and the solution procedure
needs to Include species diffusion and buoyancy forces.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the mixing so produced

when there is no extt belearth the prupeller. The jet
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Fig. 3 Schematic of a Typical Propeller Pump and the

Flowfleld Produced Without Exit Flow.

or plume penetrates home distance Eelow the level of

the thermocline. Figure 4 illustrates the practical

application of localized mixing in the proximity of

the release structure of a dam with low-level release
gate. The flowfleld so produced 1s fully thTe.e-disen-

sional. Earlier work by the authors (5) was restrict-
ed to this axisytam-• tric formulation about a vertica'

--^ RELEASE
-- - -

-p 

— STRUCTURE
OF THE DAM

2--► RELEASE
_ — ► GATE

Fig. 4 Schematic of a Typical Propeller Pump and the

Flowfield Produced With Exit Flow Via 'a Low

Level Release Structure.

axis; and Rood results were portrayed for cases in

which the propeller was close to the release structure.

More recently, a three-dimensional version (6) has

been developed using a constant eddy viscosity model,

based on round turbulent free yet theory. Compariscia
of those p redictions with the main source -of experi-

mental data (B) confirmed th-c the main dynamic effects

are modeled better than the previous two-dimensional
predictions. The present study extends the three-

dimensional simulation to include turbulent mixing via
the two-equation k- t turbulence model.

For the numerical simulation, a grid system of

6



7n5a9 Internal cells (in x, y and a directions,
respectively) is employed.	 )This corresponds to
lOxAxI1 gild lines). No sJlp boundary conditions
with the wall function approach ate taken at the

vertical dam wall and the horizontal flour of the
reservoir. rive slip conditions are taken at the
free surface, which is also assumed to maintain a

constant (eight. The propeller is positioned suffi-

ciently far beneath the surface for surface  effects
to be neglected. Velocities are specified a prlorl

with flat profiles at the propeller ane watt loca-
tions. Use Is made of the plans of sysmetry through

the center of the propeller and the exit; five slip
conditions are applied there. The available volume

of the flow domaln is very limited. To allow the
outlet of release water without dramatically decreas-

ing the fluid level. there is a compensating incom-
ing flow which is distributed among the top and
bottom layers In amounts equal to the epilimnetie

af.t hypollanetic water released. The peripheral

inflow is at all elevations In such a way that
epllimnetic water enters into the upper layer and
does not disturb the density profile. The large
area of Inflow allows it to be at a low velocity In

order to avoid any disturbance to the flowfield.

Similarly, hypollmnetic water to fed into the bottom
layer.

The dilution factor DF (release water quality)

is found to be a function of turbulent viscosity kit.

densimetric Froude number Frd, nondimensional therso-
cline heigh t ZT *, nondimensional flow rate Q*, and
nondtmensional propeller diameter D*, horizontal
distance K* and depth L*. Results are now discussed

about the application of the present 3-D turbulent
code to this problem with the following base values

of the parameters: 	 Frd - 2.0. D* - 0.131. K*- 0.211,
L* - 0.211, Q* - 2. 6. Z T* - 0.6. These values are
taken so as to represent the same conditions as the

available experimental data (8).
The rate of progress of the transient computa-

tions toward the steady state solution is illustrated

in Fig. S. Prediction of the dilution factor DF as

a !unction of iteration time Is shown for both a

laminar and a turbulent flow with k-r. model. The

latter approach is closer to the experimental evi-

dence. It may also be noted that steady state con-
ditions have established themselves in approximately

17 seconds (corresponding to ar • :r 320 forward steps]

In Figure 6 the dilution '	 it DF is shown to
be a strong function of the den ' tric Froude number

O f
0	 10	 20	 30

Time (5)

Prediction of Dilution Factor DF as a Function

of a Time (— Turbulent. --- Laminar)

1.0

O
o -o----o-

r
if

0L
0

Frd
Fig. 6 Dilution Factor DF as a Function of Froude

Number Fr d ( O Experiments (8), 0 Predictions

with k-C Model, 0 Predictions with Constant

Viscosity).

►rd in both predictive and laboratory data. The above
base values are retained for the other parameters.

The general result is that release water quality

(fraction of epilimnetic (top) water in the exit

stress) increases with higher values of the Froude
number, such conditions being achieved with higher

jet velocities from the propeller and/or a lover de-
gree of stratification in the lake. The figure clearly

shows the difference between the use of a constant

eddy viscosity model and the k-t turbulence model:
the femur under-predicting the rtleaee water quality

and the latter giving more accurate predictiono when

eompar p d to the experimental data. From the designer's
view, the Important result is the Froude number at

which the dilution factor rises sharply, since that
determines the velocity required at the propeller for

the given conditions. Clearl y the 3-D turbulent simu-

lation is superior to the constant eddy viscosity

model, and this Froude numb-r Is predicted better via
this approach. The computations were performed with

the standard k-t turbulence model for the mixing.
The influence of buoyancy was via the buoyancy term

in the vertical momentum equation. No attempt ham

been made to include the effects of buoyancy on the

generation rates of the turbulence parameters k and E.
a practice advocated elsewhere (9,10), since ahere is

as yet no adequate generalization of the rather meagre

evidence.

De flect ed Turbulen t Jet

M interesting three-dimensional problem arises

when a turbulent jet enters normally Into a uniform

steady cross-flow. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the

problem, which has previously been discussed (7).

predicted (I1) and experimentally investigated'(12-15).

Such problera configurations arise in chimney plumes,

flow under a V/STUL aircraft, film cooling anA dilution

air mixing in combustor applications. Clearly the

problem is more complicated than corresponding free

het flows into quiescent surroundings, which are axi-

sysmetric parabolic problems. Earlier predictions (11)

utilized a proprietar y three-dimensional implicit

computer code to obtain steady state predictions.

This sophisticated code is more complicated to use

than the present code. Moreover, it is not generally

available. Hence the capability of the present

otraightforuard expllr'it solution scheme to now illu-

strated for this problem.

DF

Fig

1.0
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l'ig. 7 Schematic of the Deflected-Jet Problem (1).

The simulation is for the turbulent jet of in-

let velocity u , see Fig. 7. Use is made of the
vertical symmetry plane. A hortrontal top plane to

located 18 let tadlt above the bottom plane. A grid
sy stem of lx9x9 internal cells (in x. y and r direc-

tions, respectively) is used. Uniform steady cross-
flow is specified at the upstream plane of the main

Inflow with velocity u tn . The u ual zero normal

gradients are taken at the exit plane. free slip

boundary conditions ate used on the top. bottom, and
side planes.

Figure 8 shows the predicted velocity vectors

In the ys-plane through x - 0. 11r1s gives a clear
indication of the behavior, magnitude and direction

of the deflected jet. These prediction:, are for the

jet to cross-flow velocity ratio R - u j /u in - 4, and

the standard values in the k-t turbulence model are

used (4). Velocity vector plots of this type allow

the jet trajectory (the line joining points of su,xi-

mum velocity) to be determined.

Experimental work for comparison purposestncludet

Jordinson (12), Kefier and Sainee (1)) 1who studied

the structure of turbulence). Ramsey and Goldstein (14)
who presented veloctty and trs.persture plots to cross-

sectional and symmetry planes , and Chassaing at al (15)

(who studied both cylindrical and co-axial jets). The
predicted effect of jet to cross-flow velocity ratio
R on jet trajectories in illustrated in Figure 9 with

appropriate experimental data for comparison. Earlier

predictions (11) are very such in agreement with the

present study. Considering, the scatter in the data.

the quality of the predictions is very Rood, thus con-

firming that the main dynamic and turbulence mixing

effects are modeled adequately in the present cod,..
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A prediction procedure for fully 3-D transient
turbulent flows has b.-en developed. 8aced on the Los

Alamos 2-D SOLA ideas, the transient Reynolds equa-
tions of cn incompressible fluid are solved via chair

associatrd.finite difference equations directly !.n
terms of the primitive pressure velocity variables.

Eddy viscosity is calculated via the k- c two-equation
turbulence model. Species diffusion and buoyancy

forces are included. The techn f -ue is simplified to

facilitate its use by persons with little or no ex-

perience in computational fluid dynamics, and boundary

conditions, for example, are particularly simple to
specify. The code thus represents a basic tool, to

which user-oriented complexities and sophistication*

can easily be added as required.

Fig. 9 Location of the Jet Centerline for Different
Jet-to-Crosstlow Velocity Ratios R - uj/uin'

CONCLUSIONS

Pig. 8 Velocity Vectors in yt-Plane at x - 0 Shoving

magnitude and Direction of the Jet (for Velo-

city Ratio R - u j /u in - al.
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Abstract

P
ROHI.FMS and progress in the simulation and solution
of complex turbulent reacting flows for ramjet

combustor applications are -urveyed. The full paper reviews
the difficulties, discusses developments, and demonstrates
that useful predictions are already being made to aid
designe: s. Areas in which further detailed numerical
prediction research well he trust useful include (for the
nonreacting case) recirculation zone characterization, tur-
bulence simulation in swirling recirculation flow, irregular
boundary representation (via analytical or numerical trans-
formaw)n techniques or finite element methods), and further
complerttics and parameter influences; and (:or the reacting
case) the simulation of complex chemistry, the tur-
bulence/chemistry/spray interaction problem, and ap-
plication to realistic three-dimensional problems.

Contents
The basic ramret combustor configuration is the so-ca!;ed

sudden expansion dump combustor. In this type of com-
husior, liquid fuel is sprayed into the ram air upstream of the
dump station, although it may also be injected directly into
the chamber via side wall inlets. Primary flame sta p ilization is
provided by the flow recirculation regions, which may be
supplemented, at the expense of total pressure loss, with
mechanical flameholding devices at the air inlet/combustor
interface and/or the presence of inlet air swirl, obtained by
the use of tangential injection or swirl vanes. The flow
throughout is multiphase, subsonic, turbulent, and involves
large-scale corner recirculation zones. With s(ron t virl in the
inlet flow a central toroidal recirculation zone (a recirculation
bubble in the middle of the chamber near the inlet) also
presents itself. Even gross features of the fljw are not known
quantitatively with certainty: for example, factors affecting
the existence, size, and shape of the recirculation zones.'

The designer has a formidable problem in aerother-
mochemistry, and the modeling task is to provide a route
which leads to the accomplishment of design objectives more
quickly and less expensively than current practice permits.
Some combustor modeling problems are 1) physical
processes: turbulence, radiation, combustion, and multiphase
effects; 2) conputer programs: 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3 - D approaches
in steady-state and transient cases; 3) unresolved problems:
irregular boundary representation, effect of swirl, recir-
culation, and wall proximity on turbulence, tur-
Lulence — reaction interaction, multiphase simulation.

Current combustor design and development problems, the
needs of the combustion engineer in practice, and proposed
research tasks which will assist in the attainment of design

Presented as AIAA Paper W1189 at AIAA/SAE/ASME 16th
Joint Propulsion Conference, Hartford, Conn., June 30-July 2, 1980;
submitted Sept. 11, 1990; synoptic received May 218, 1951. Copyright
© 1990 by David G. Lilley, Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics with permission. Full paper available
from AIAA Library, 555 West 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019.
Price: Microfiche. $3.00: hard copy . $7 00 Remittance must ac-
company order.

'Associate Profeswr, School of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering. Assocwtc Fellow AIAA.

objectives are becoming clear. Improvements and new
developments (both experimental and theoretical) can and
should he made, theoretical modeling being aided by specific
carefully chosen experiments being performed.

Mathematical models of steadily increasing realism and
refinement art being developed, both in the dimensionality of
the model (together with the computational procedures) and
in problems associated with the simulation of the physical
processes occurring. In the modeling and prediction of swirl
flow combustion, one is involved with simulating the problem
via simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations.
These may be parabolic (boundary layer type) but are more
often elliptic (iecirculating type) and the solution scheme
differs according to the .:atcgory.

13ec, se application of the general partial differential
equal: is complex, time-consuming, and in a development
stage, simplified approaches to the probicm are extremely
popular. The most common models include perfectly stirred
reactors (PSRs), well-stirred reactors (WSRs), and plug now
reactors WFIts). Model  differ in how these are interrelated to
simulai^- .:i.ious aspects of the mixing/reaction taking place.
An impottant problem in finite rate chemistry is choosing an
appropriate level of complexity, in view of the large number
of species and chemical reactions taking place. One solution
to this problem is the use of the quasiglobal rectioa scheme
whose key element is a unidirectional subglobal oxidation
step. Coupled with this are a number of intermediate
reversible reactions. The model affords a useful computer
time saving as compared to a full finite-rate chemical kinetics
formulation. Wei;-known models are categorized as integral,
modular, or hybrid. Modular =,) methods give useful
qualitative trend predictions and, when amalgamated with
finite difference flowfield predictions via 2-D axisymmetric'
or fully 3-D approaches,' excellent results are available.

Most combustion systems exhibit recirculation, and full
flowfield prediction requires iterative solution technioues.
Axisymmetric simulations give rise to 2-D elliptic problems
and involve 2-D storage, stream function-vorticity y-w or
primitive pressure-velocity p-u-u furm^ilation, and Gauss-
Seidel point-by-point iteration or line-by-line SIMPLE (scmi-
implicit method for pressure linked equations) iteration
procedures, the line methods involving the TDMA
(tridiagonal matrix algorithm). The essential differences
between the various available computer codes include the
followi ig: the complexity of the equation set for the
simulation of the physical processes, the storage
requirements, the location of variables it the grid space
!ystem, the method of deriving the finite-difference equations
that are incorporated, and the solution technique. In primitive
pressure-velocity variable formulations a staggered grid
system is normally used, as recommended by Los Alamos for
its special attributes. In computational fluid dynamics the
"best" representation of the convection and diffusion terms
is essential to the accuracy and convergence of the iteration
scheme. A, high cell Reynolds numbers a certain degree of
"upstream differencing" is essential, using, for example,
these techniques: upwind differencing, a hybrid formulation
or the Lo-t Alamos zip, donor cell, etc. Sample recent
numerical prediction studies include Refs. 6 and 7 for the ^-W
approach and Refs. 8 and 9 for the p-u-v approach. Excellent
trade-off between code complexity and quality of flowfield
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pa(trin% I% a%wiahlr via the axi%ymmetric approach. For
cx.unplr, In Rct. 9 conipulational results show the Intctesting
cltr.t% of %evefal combustor design parameter ► , %uch a%
degfer tit swirl, fIcrforniance of a recirculation /one amplifier
1"Trip"1, and effect of laterally inducrd secondary air %upply
on %ub%cqurni Ilowfield deselopnienl and combustor per-
luiin.uice (for C%.impar, %clotit y , tcnilxrature, and com-
ptivilion dt%Iributions, the orcunrn:e of recirculation rime%,
and ILunc stir, %halx, and :onibusntin uncn%ny).

I'r.ictical ran ► )et combustor designs exhibit many
nun,tv%ynunrtric IC,Ilurr% niauily because of air and fuel
inlcl% at di%c ► cle cir:uintereimal locations The requirrITICnt to
ptedict a fully 1 1) Ilowfield arises.  Recent significant ron-
inbution% to 3 1) combustor ilowficld prediction are cxcm•
lshfled nt Refs. 5 and Ill 11, wlirre application has been 1u the
Iurna1-C ::nd ga% turbine fields. Cornputam%rally, the
te'%'hinques arc very %molar, except handling very high
combustion uttemitirs in the latter case rau%c% additional
piohlem% Inipllctf lechnirucs fur 3 D flows with recii• ulation
ha%c the ,td+aniage of efficiency and stability in their cum.
putalion%. AI! Ihr sim k cued i% implicit in choractcr and %ol%es
diieclh fur prc%%ute and %eloct(Ic%; A staggered me%h system is
used and %time degree tit upstream differencing is used for the
,on%"llon ref ills at high cell Reynolds number%. Perhaps R#-f.
5 t% the most anibinom in hemg a hybrid !erhnique. The finite
dillef • n:e %Au ►ion of %time 30 partial uifferenlial equations
on a 27 x 18 x 7 grid system provide% input to a modular
approach which handle% realistic chemical kinetics, with
presenll y 13 specie% undefgoing 18 reaction%. Encouraging
result% air portrayed for A %ari;ty of flow !ypes.

In deciding and justifying Ilic use of a particular procedure.
One has %time dchheralion One of the objective% of the
present full paper —Aas to clarify the choice and give ap-
psopriale advice, emphasinng computer application where
approprime. For example, at the pre%cnt time the usefulness
of a fully 3 1) computer code in practice is not clear. Again,
recent discussions have doubted the industrial value of this,
c%fic-cially when current practice and many problem arras
involve u%r of 0 1) and 1 1) models, as successful application
of modular and hshtid schcnie% reveal. The 2-D and 3-1)
appioache% do pos%cs% the po%s[bility of being eventually
capable of ;t higher degree of realism, but model accuracy r% in
doubt, time and cost requirements are large arid, more
%pce'if ically, many current nerds do not demand there.

Model experiments designed to highlight specific sub-
problems and their infetacuons (and riot complex combustor
flows) ' 11ould receive attention for model development and
validation. Computational results show some of the in-
terv,ting effects of combustor design parameters on %ub-
sequent flowfield developmett and comhu%tor performance.
Computational experiments can bc, should be, and have been
performed which complement test cell data describing the
internal flowfield characteristics Theoretically, it is in the
area of parameter influences that computer programs show
their supremacy in terms of time and cost savings as compared

with exrx• nnicnial work. Progress will lead to more realistic
and rust cf1e:11ve practical cornhu%lor modeling Ihl%, and
continued dc%clopinenl on the accuracy of the %emulation of
the phy%ical processes in,olved, should ele%Ate cunipuler
modeling to an est,sb lo.hrd place tit rornbu%tor
dc%tgn and dc%clupnscnt prtigtams.
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1. SUMMARY OF PROJECT ALIIVITY

Through the subcontract project number 8118 Dynamics Technology has con-

,

	

	 trihuted to the Oklahoma State University project "Investigation of

Flowfields Found in Typical Combustor Geometries" in the following two

areas:

(1) Facility assemhly in preparation for turbulence measurements

in a swirling confined jet using a three-wire hot-wire

probe.

(2^	 eul t.iti on by D. K. McLaughlin on student work at Oklahoma

:c t(	 I iversity.

2. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS

Activity I.

Considerable effort has b2 ,?n expended in assembling the confined,

swirling jet facility. Several of the major components of this

facility: the nozzle, turbulence management section and fan diffuser,

were constructed by students at Oklahoma State University this past

summer.	 Dynamics Technology personnel have been assembling these com-

ponents on framework constructed for that purpose and mating it to the

fan supplied by Dynamics Technology.

A proh l em with the diffuser downstream of the fan has demanded our

attention. The flow exiting the fan has residual swirl. When this

passes into the expansion flow in the diffuser a central recirculation

regions forms. This is very similar to the flowfield experienced in the

test section of the swirling confined jet, which is the basic phenomenon

`	 under study. The recirculating flow is very unsteady and undesirable in

r
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the flowfield upstream of the facility nozzle.

The recir:ulation region in the diffuser flow has been eliminated by

inserting a section of short straws just, downstream of the fan, which

eliminates the swirl component of the flow. The nonswirling flow then

separates from the walls of the diffuser as normally expected in

diffusers with larger than 6 0 expansion half angle. This separated flow

has been eliminated by inserting perforated plates across the flow at

three locations equally spaced in downstream locations.

Finishing work on the nozzle and turbulence management sections are pre-

sently underway. Final facility assembly should take place in early

March. At that time the swirl pack and probe drive being constructed by

Oklahoma State University students, will be incorporated with the main

facility.

Planning has begun for the computer software required to control the

acquisition of data from the three hot-wires on the probe. Analog to

digital convertors (ADC's) will be controlled with our Tektronics 4051

computer terminal so that numerous batches of digitized signals will be

input to computer memory and then transferred to magnetic tape.

Programs will be written to convert these digitized data into three

instantaneous components of velocity from which statistical estimates of

mean velocities, and turbulent normal and shear stresses will be

obtained. Distributions of these quantities will be plotted on the Tek-

tronics 4051 CRT screen from which bard copies will be directly

obtained.

The three-wire hot-wire -probe requires three channels of anemometer

electronics which will be supplied by Dynamics Technology. The three-

wire probe will require extensive calibration at the start, and periodic

calibration during the series of production experiments. The results of

E
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these calibrations are used in the data reduction to convert raw hot-

wire signals into the individual velocity Components. We anticipate

beginning the first calib ► • ations in mid-Porch.

Activity_2._

Dr.	 'Iti_aughlin has provi- A consultation services to students at

Oklahoma State University during the past several months. 	 The bulk of

this activity has focused on the MS thesis work of Salim Janjua end the

crossed hot-wire experimental program of Trevor Jackson. 	 This activity

will continue on an as needed basis.
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